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A Tradition Upheld —- Matriculation October 29, 1987 
On Thursday. October 29. 1987. the kenyon 
College communit) gathered together for the an­
nual memorial for the f ounders of the College and 
also for the welcoming of the Freshmen to kenyon 
by the entire community. 
Founder's day is intended as a moment of 
remembrance to recall the founders of the College 
and those people who have died during the past 
year. Professor John Ward read Irom the U isdom 
of Solomon which was to convey to the students the 
virtues of the task they were about to undertake. 
The speaker for this year's Founder's Day cer­
emony was Harlene Marley, Interim Director of the 
Libraries and a Professor of Drama. Chaplain 
Andrew Foster gave the Founders Memorial in 
honor of those who have passed before us. This 
was followed by the presentation of the Bishop 
Chase Medal to the alum distinguished in phil­
anthropic acts associated with the Episcopal 
Church. This year's recipient was Joseph W. Sherr, 
Jr. k'29. 
Matriculation is intended as a formal rite of 
initiation for the Freshmen and new members of 
the kenyon community. The tradition of a formal 
rite of welcoming new students goes back to 1841. 
As opposed to Freshmen Sing, in Matriculation the 
new students are welcomed by the faculty and 
administration, while Freshmen Sing is more of a 
bonding experience for the students. Dean of Stu­
dents Phornas J. Edwards led the new students in 
the Oath of Matriculation in which the students 
promised to obey the rules set by the College, and 
to respect the alma mater. Matriculation also meant 
the induction of new members into the Beta chap­
ter of Phi Beta kappa. This year seven new mem­
bers were inducted into this prestigious honor 
society which stresses not only academic excel­
lence but also community service. President Jor­
dan, in his final remarks to new students, said, that 
along with C onvocation, this was the "second wel­
come to newcomers" and also by their act of 
reciting the Oath of Matriculation they had 
achieved "complete Kenyonization." 
Cindy Moon 
Opposite Pages Top; Acolytes Peter Gudailis. Meg Paczak, 
and Kerry Smith discuss arrangements for the procession. 
This Page: Top left; Peter Gudaitis leads the procession 
into Rosse Hall. 
Middle left; Freshmen look at old books on Kenyon while 
waiting to sign their names in the Matriculation book. 
Middle right; The end of the Faculty Procession makes its 
way up the path to Rosse Hall. 
Bottom left; The Chamber Singers perform under the 
direction of Benjamin Locke. 
Bottom right; Freshmen Chris Myott. Joe Youngblood, and 
Amie Graves make their way to Rosse Hall. 
Top right; An informal gathering of the President, Chaplain, 
and the speakers before the procession begins. 
Middle; Dean Omahan shows the Matriculation book to 
freshmen Lisa Beddel, Martha Jennings, Samantha 
Rosenberg, Margaret Payne, Karen Parham, and Amie 
Graves. 
Bottom; The procession lined up and ready to go. 
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The Renovation of Ascension 
Immediately following the 1986-87 academic 
year, extensive renovation began on Ascension 
Hall. The building is on the National Historic 
Register and College officials and architects in­
volved in the project had a difficult task renovating 
the academic building. The ultimate goal was to 
preserve the character of the great stone edifice 
while making it more energy efficient and com­
fortable for the future. 
Kenyon College contracted the architectural 
firm of Gaede, Seme, and Zofcin based in Cleve­
land for the main renovations. The younger of the 
two architects, William Samstag, had a strong 
interest in the work because he graduated from 
Kenyon. The head of the construction was Ken-
yon's own Sam Lord, and Academic Dean Mary-
anne Ward supervised the entire project. 
Ascension Hall had never been completely ren­
ovated before this project. The last additions made 
seem to have been the change from wood windows 
to lead windows in 1929, and in the last twenty 
years the installment of new heating units. After 
careful examination, the architects found Ascen­
sion to be in much better condition than they could 
have hoped. All involved wanted the spirit of the 
19th century classrooms, but for 20th century use. 
Tom Moberg helped run computer lines and audio­
visual outlets throughout the building. A designer 
planned the color schemes, but the purple carpet 
was not her idea. Samstag, the Kenyon graduate, 
insisted on the purple carpet in the faculty lounge 
and in the other areas. 
hxact figures for all the work are not available, 
but those involved insist that they were very careful 
with their budget. Dean Ward says she has re­
ceived only positive feedback on all the changes. 
Kenyon graduates have remarked that Ascension is 
exactly the way it should be. Kenyon adminis­
trators proved their capability by succeeding in the 
very arduous task of renovating Ascension while 
still retaining its gothic atmosphere. 
Jenny Ross 
And Other 
Opposite page: Top; Philomathesian Hall toward the 
completion of the renovation. 
Middle left; Buckets and ladders litter the entryway of 
Ascension as the renovation nears completion. 
Middle right; Workcrews polish up the outside 
of Leonard Hall during the summer. 
Bottom; The plans called for the exterior 
Ascension Hall to look as good as the interior. 
This page: Top; A new ceiling in the Great Hall 
is healthier and brighter. 
Top right; The KC also gets a facelift. 
Middle; All t he work crews required for the 
renovation made Kenyon a busy place during the 
summer. 
Bottom; Maintenance people assisted faculty in 
moving into their offices just before school 
resumed in August. 
Life At 
Middle right; Maintenance people work continuously to keep the paths clear. 
Bottom; Becky DeVries and Molly G unther take photos near the Kokosing River. 
Opposite page: Bottom left; Lee McDonnell and Brad Koogler doing something in 
the Farr Hall Laundry. 
Bottom right; Chris Eaton and Geoff Cole enjoying their Chinese dinner. 
This page: Top left; Renaissance Dave Bartram and Paul Singer 
Top right; Susan Schmidt. Greg Nosan, and Melissa Uhlig imbibing a| a fraternity 
party. 
Middle left; "Senior bonding" among classmates Mike Hannibal, Kirsten Thomas. Jane 
Burrill, Chris McElvein. Amy Baxter, and Carter Sharaf. 
Joan Fannin 
Joan Fannin, a staff member at 
Kenyon for more than twenty-five 
years who retired last year as ARA 
site manager in Gund Commons, 
died Thursday, February 25, 1988 
at St. Anthony's Hospital in Co­
lumbus, Ohio. 
At Honors Day 1987, Fannin 
was the recipient of the {Catherine 
Allen Award, granted on "those 
special and rare occasions' when a 
community member meets the high 
standards of friendship and service 
to Kenyon set by the late Kate 
Allen. The citation for Fannin read, 
in part. "Unselfishly, almost invis­
ibly, you have shared your knowl­
edge over the years with a suc­
cession of new, young food service 
managers. Above all, you want stu­
dents to have the very best . . . 
Students have always been your 
special love, and thousands have 
benefited from your per sonal c on 
cern, devotion, and motherly care." 
Fannin was the first person t o re 
ceive the award since Kate A llen 
herself in 1980. 
Born in Lucasville, Ohio, in 
1933, Fannin moved to the 
Gambier area in 1959. She w as! 
particularly fond of young a thletes 
and supported first-year students 
during their troubled times. Recalls 
friend Larry Kindbom, football 
coach at Kenyon, "She was m ore 
than a fan — she was p art o f t he 
family. She knew the players b y 
name and their backgrounds. S he 
had a sense of those who were] 
having trouble and a good f eel f or] 
personality. She relished the role of 
being someone to go to. She felt as] 
though she had an impact on people 
acclimating themselves to a college 
— and she did.'" 
v't'y}'-
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Above; A view of Ascension Hall during its renovation during the 
1987. 6 summer of 
- , 
Top; A picture of Ascension while undergoing construction in 1 858. 
Left; This picture of Ascension was taken with glass negative, c. 1880-
1890. 
Above; This view from the roof of Ascension was taken in 1905. 
Memorium 
The 
Seasons 
Come 
and Go 
When it's time for the Spring Catalog from L.L. Bean 
the trees are tinted with a faint hue of green. 
Gradually the flowers poke up through the grass, 
And hope they don t g et stepped on, on someone's way i 
class. 
Although we wonder aloud why we didn't go to school 
on the coast, 
We can't forget all the stuff that Kenyon has to boast. 
From McBride Beach to the rolling Kokosing, 
Kenyon sure makes you appreciate Spring. 
Across the face of Kenyon, the seasons come and go. 
From the red buds and the flowers, to the icy rain and 
snow. 
In a potpourri of color, Kenyon comes alive. 
The Fall days are just too nice to sit inside. 
Across the face of Kenyon while we sit in class and 
reason, Be it sun or wind or snow or rain, Kenyon 
changes seasons. 
-Amie Graves 
When frolicking in leaves, 
there is hardly a grim countenance, 
for they were graciously piled up 
by the Kenyon College Maintenance, 
Opposite Page; The Church of iho Holy Spirit looks beautiful through the 
seasonal changes. Starting at the top it is seen during Summer. Fall. Winter, 
and Spring. 
This Page; The lawn in front of Peiree also weathers well as seen starting 
from Summer at the top to the Spring picture a( the bottom where it is used 
as a beach by s tudents. If Philander Chase had to walk to class all bundled 
to the gills, He would have kicked himself f° r 
placing Kenyon on a hill, For even though the h em) 
snow is a beauty to behold, There's no denying 
Middle Path is a bummer when it's cold. 
Opposite Page: Top left; This group of girls, who shall 
remain nameless, appear to be having fun with the Beta 
rock. 
Top right; Sarah Fox and Mandy Burwell are enjoying 
the party. 
Middle; Alex Knapp manages to freak out Eleanor 
Lalley. 
Bottom left; One of Kenyon's favorite hot spots, the 
Village Inn. 
Bottom right; Laura Mills, Kristen Hess, Annie Kay 
Taylor, and Aileen Hefferren entangle themselves in a 
well-known Kenyon sculpture. 
This page: Top; Marta Johnson, Jane Burrill, and 
Robin Lentz get tangled up at the Bexley Apartments. 
Middle left; Bill P rice fully dressed up for Halloween. 
Middle right; Anne Roberti and Buffy Branch clown 
around during a Peeps vs. Phi Kappa intramural soccer 
game. 
Bottom left; Tracy Brown, Cinda Podbelesk, and Willa 
DeVoti jaywalk in d owntown Mount Vernon. 
Bottom right; Nancy is always ready to greet Gund 
breakfasters with a donut and a smile. 
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Top left; An O ctober evening at Sunset point means fun for 
Hugh Hesnick. Dina Hilherg, Trist Crabtree, Leslie Heese, Joanne 
Roberts, Sarah Abbott, Jen Weltz. and Lisa Schmidlke. 
Top right; The floor must be comfortable! 
Middle left; Jen, Kris, Anne. Alison, and Marcie. 
Middle right; La fountain de Lisa Schmidlke. 
Bottom; Carmen Posada. Alyssa Frank. Ann Stevens, Jenny 
Ross, and Claudia Ramirez spent their Spring Break in Sarasota, 
Florida. 
Opposite page: Top; Potato planting with Yauncey Newman. 
Andy Pollack, and Geoff Cole. 
a 
Middle left; A b eautiful combination of snow and an Oak tree 
front of Rosse. 
Middle right; Morgan Thomas. Ivana Susterick. and Megan 
Carey at Summer Send Off. 
Bottom left; "Sororities at Kenyon." Leslie Gould and Robin 
l.enlz. 
Bottom right; Pam Neckers with her friend, Edith. 
HHHHHHI 
Freshmen 
Sing 
Freshmen Sing has become an event which not 
only signifies the initiation of the Freshmen into he 
Kenyon community, but also it is also a time for the 
upperclassmen to get together for the first tune since 
the previous semester and reminisce about their 
freshmen sing. 
By the end of orientation week, the freshmen are 
beginning to feel somewhat confident about their 
lives at Kenyon. However, the Freshmen Sing still 
looms in front of them and they probably do not know 
what to expect, unless a kind-hearted brother or 
sister or even an Upper Class Counselor or a Res­
ident Advisor has warned them about flymg fruit and 
the dreaded solo. 
This year's Freshmen Sing followed that tradition, 
with a few alterations. After eating what many be­
lieved to be their last opportunity for real food until 
Thanksgiving, the freshmen sat in the Great Hall 
waiting . . . Next, the freshmen were told ol the 
history of Kenyon. Following that, Professor Ben­
jamin Locke taught the freshmen the traditional 
songs of Kenyon. They knew little about the obstacle 
that lay ahead of them. After making their way to the 
steps of Rosse Hall, amid the jeers of the up­
perclassmen, their newly acquired musical talent was 
put to the test. No one could possibly hear himself, 
let alone the person next to him. Despite the so­
lemnity and tradition surrounding the event, the song 
festival turned into a lite beer commercial. And even 
the student who performed the dreaded solo seemed 
to enjoy it. 
Cindy Moon 
Spring Riot 
For many years, Spring Riot has been held 
on the South Quad of campus on the first warm 
Thursday night following spring vacation. Hold­
ing with tradition, a bonfire is built in front of 
Old Kenyon and each student is invited to 
contribute an item to the sacrificial flames. 
Students have been known to take out nu­
merous frustrations at this time by throwing old 
furniture, refrigerators, books, newpapers (Wall 
Street Journals are a big favorite), and even 
comps into the blazing fire. 
According to the Kenyon archives, Spring 
Riot traditionally called for the use of "various 
aquatic devices of amusing and original de­
sign," but the DKE fraternity is credited with 
bringing Spring Riot into the modern era with 
the use of "M-80s" and "M-100s." In fact, 
between 1979-80 there were numerous injuries 
sustained at Spring Riot as a result of the 
extensive use of fireworks. However, Dean 
Reading and Dean Edwards quickly solved the 
problem by warning students not to bring fire­
works back to school after spring break. Now 
Spring Riot has evolved into Kenyon's peaceful 
rite of passage into spring. The faculty regards 
the entire event as a "healthy" means of re­
leasing tension for the students. 
Jenny Ross 
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1987-1988 In Review 
1987-1988. What a school year at 
Kenyon. Beginning in late August we 
convened for the good, the bad, the 
fun, the cold, and the rainy times . . . 
Controversies rocked the school . . . 
The controversies died and life went 
on . . . The food was lousy . . . What 
else is new . . . Kenyon got $10,000 
worth of yogurt machines . . . The 
Freshmen seemed to be everywhere 
. . . The seniors tried to pass comps 
... It was a warm December ... A 
cold April . . . The drinking age went 
up . . . The Freshmen continued to 
drink (Freshmen sing "Tastes great 
. . . Less filling ... You'll never 
know?") . . . The Deli got busted . . . 
Rumors rocked the student body . . . 
Gossip killed many relationships . . . 
Ahh, that great small campus feeling 
. . . The Cheerleaders hit Kenyon . . . 
"Next thing you know, they will be 
organizing sororities" . . . Sororities 
came to Kenyon . . . Mr. Turgeon 
and Ms. Marly acted in "Who is 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf' . . . Fan­
tastic . . . Paul Schnee and Ed Ball 
knocked them dead in "How I got 
That Story" (Directed by Denise 
Miller) . . . Paul Schnee is Hys­
terical in "The Foreigner' . . . 
"Dooblie, Dooblie?" ... Kim Fish­
er "You all right C-H-A-R-L-I-E," 
Martin Dockery "Brick Birds" "Ru-
g, Fo-ork, L-amp," Charlie Spauld-
ing the man from Australia/UK, Sa­
rah "Mary" Phemister, Chris Toft 
"agh, agh," Dave Owen Rath "I 
don't like no foreigners" all perform 
fabuously in "The Foreigner" . . . 
Kenyon is the Heart of Ohio with 
such special places as Peirce Caf­
eteria and the Library, the Bolton, 
the Dance Studio, and Bookstore 
exposed for all of Kenyon/the world 
to see. (continued on page 65). 
Above; Anne Powell, a member of Alpha 
Sigma Chi, helps paint the Haunted House. 
Left; Students sign up for clubs and 
organizations during the Activities Mart. 
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Student 
Council 
1st row; Dan Rudmann, Chris Barnes, Hannah Mason, Bill 
O'Hearn 
2nd rows Polly Foster, Anne Burke, Judy Hoff, Elizabeth 
Woodings, Margot Morrison, Sharon Ullman, Joan O'Hanlon, 
Sabrina Barr, Andrea Bucey, Scott Collins, Selden Longley, 
Andy Pollack, Mary Graves 
3rd row: Dirk Beamer, John Richardson, Dave Richard, 
Dave Rath, Dan McGuire 
Senate 
1st row: Dan Rudmann, Mr, Charles Piano, Chris Barnes, Chris Martens 
2nd row: Paul Singer, Rabbi Gordon, Jodi Campbell, Mr. Ben Locke, Ms. Roberta Davidson, Ms. Claudia 
hsslmger, Margaret Tuttle 
Missing: Provost Browning, President Jordan, Gordon Center 
Safety and Securit; 
Committee 
Senior Class 
Committee 
Above: Senior Class President Jennifer Simpson 
Right: Dennis Mulvihill, Tom Morris, Kevin Waters, Willa DeVoti, Pattie Rossman 
Anne Burke 
1st row: Andrea Bucey, Margaret Tuttle, Marie Oliverio 
2nd row: Tom Davidson, Harianne Mills, Jim Bingham, Steve M cCroc n 
Site 
2nd row: (.lair Lane, Wynne Boerckel, Scott Mabry, Ellen Samberg. Kenny 
Talley 
Elizabeth Bell, Bob Bonacci, Keith Calcagno, Wendy 
Casliglia, Ann Cors, Danielle Davis, Rachel DeGuzman, 
Meg DeRonghe, Kristin Donovan, Melissa Early, Elizabeth 
Franz, Jessica Ginsburg, Laura Graedel, Carin Groothius, 
Carrie Jelsrna, Melissa Kahn, Peter Kyle, Amy Lanz, 
Elizabeth Matt, Ann Moodey, Andy Mueller, Vanessa 
Muldrow, Kate O'Conner, Sarah Olson, Connie Reiter, 
Randie Rellin, Martha Roessler, Courtney Schrolberger, 
Elizabeth Sheldon, Kerry Smith, Karen Vogel, Gedney 
Webb, Ken Wempe, Sarah Wheat, Iain Young, and Dean 
Steele 
Sophomore 
Class 
Committee 
Housing 
Committee 
Sue Kimble, Dan Rudmann, Gordon Center, Betsy 
Hohmann, Charlie Jacobs, Bill Kline, Bob 
Towner-Larsen, Michelle Graves, Peter, Dave 
Seed, and Missing Sheila Stuery 
Freshman 
Council 
•ow: Helen Hayden, Chris Murphy L 
a, Peter T.O. Medd ick 
row: Judi Kende, Margaret Pavnf. k 
ris, Joanne Roberts, Ch ris Martens. 
., B ob Towner-Larsen 
row: Donald Omahan, Ed ward B eny 
:r, Gil Blougren, Jennif er Pryor 
Social Board 
Student 
Lectureships 
Committee 
Anil Mammen, Monica Wolf, Rose Greely, 
Missing: Mike Garber, Torn Galuccio, Wynn 
Boerckel 
Math Clu 
Jon Hathorn, Said Elhamri. John hy 
Joe Wyse, John Sosnowski, Kathv' 
Shaver. Brad Yost, Patt y C icero. Y.j 
Courts 
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American 
Chemical 
Society 
Scott Tennyson, Christina Shimek, Kathy Kahle, Erie 
Seaver, Andrea Ries, Peter Mogyordy, Ellen Miller, Kim 
Menster, John Jegla, Elizabeth Drotleff, unidentified 
Exeter Club 1986-1987 
1st row: Tim Holmes, Jessica Sheppard, Jennifer Roberts, Meg Tyler, Terry Hummer, Cinda Podbelsek, Tom 
Morris, Steve Manella 
2nd row: Steven Lovely, Tom Ryan, Michael Bartch, David Bartram, Chris Hammet, Larry Apke, Meredith Moore, 
Anne Burke, Peyton Chapman, Cooper Sherk 
Kenyon Journal 
w Olson, AJbby J acobson, Meredith Pastore, Kirsten Stadheim, Betsy Burnett, Jeremy Caslin 
Filmdom 
Steven Eberhardt, Konrad R, Matthaei, Courtney Kealy, Phil Alexander, Ian Young, Andrew Ferguson, Guy 
Holmes 
Missing: Brendon Keefe, Lisa Wilson, Gerard Lynn, Bruce Kramer, Shelly Rankin, Martin Dockery, Nellie 
Kurtzman, Kate Flanders. Ted Kirkham, Bill P olk Kenyon Film 
Society 
Todd Van Fossen and Jeff Richards 
Kenyon Collegian 
Anil Manimen, Aiieen Hefferren, Alex Walker, John Douglas, Paul Singer, Elizabeth Bower, Tony 
Ziselberger, Beth Miyashiro, Not Pictured but worshiped: Andrea Bucey 
Hika 
Alison Joseph and Jocelyn Alexander 
Docemus 
Jeremy Caslin, Jenny Ross, Mary Graves, David Schiopota 
rpi ri I he seen 
Spy #1, Spy #2, Spy #3, Spy #4, Spy #5, Spy #6, missing: Spies #7-11 
The Seen, and alternative news source available every Friday at lunch, was conceived at 11:15 
a.m. on Ihursday, October 15, and founded the following day at 4:17 p.m. "We wanted to give 
Kenyon students an off-beat view of Kenyon and/or the world," says David Schwartz who works with 
u n othf r st udents on the paper. The paper specializes in top ten lists and prints anonymous personal 
adds which are for sale during lunch. 
'The Evergrowing Mamba Show" with Roy and Chris 
mam 
Ruth Warner and Tom Morris in the newsroom. 
} 
Reveille 
It was a good year for the Reveille 
because we had a dedicated and ex­
perienced staff. I hope that as you look 
through this book you will find that it 
touches on all the asp ects of K enyon that 
are fam iliar and dear to us as students. 
1 would like to give my special thanks 
to Elizabeth Hines for acting as Business 
Manager, and to Mary who worked with 
me during Senior Week to tie up all the 
loose ends and finish the book. Thanks to 
everyone on the staff for their hard work! 
Kerstin Sandberg — Activities and Organizations Section Editor 
Andrea Verrier — Senior Section Editor 
Writing Staff — Jenny Ross, Cindy Moon, Dave Schwartz, Ann 
and missing Adam Blakenship 
Meredith and Kelly — Senior Section Assistants 
Mary Graves — Eaculty and Co-Sports Section Editor 
Karen Riley — Photography and Darkroom 
Michelle Graves — Editor-in-Chief 
Co-Sports Editor. Reveille Staff 1988: Ann Cors, Kerstin, Mary, Andrea, Dave, Patty Cicero 
Meredith. Kelly, and Michelle 
Jenny Neiderhouser Copy Editor 
—— 
Z 
Kenyon Fiction Writing 
Club 
Paul Rowan, Mike "Colonel" Sanders, B. Chauncey Price, Andy Schneider, missing: John Ryder 
The Fiction Writing Club has maintained a simple purpose: to create a club and 
in writing fiction could come to discuss their work and receive criticism.:Begu y ^ 
Andrew Schneider the second semester of 1988, the FWC meets every o er ^ plans for 
members attend. Although still in its beginning stages, the Fiction Writing accompiish a lot in 
coming years. "There are a lot of enthusiastic people in the club now an we e p 1988-89. By 
the future," says Mike Garber who will be co-president along with an a m ^arKer hopes the 
soliciting more material from its members and placing greater emphasis on pubhs! mg, 
club will beco me more popular and successful. 
1st row: Ben Locke (director), Heather Schubart, Hugh Resnick, Nancy Robbins, Catherine Switzer, Dan Rudmann 
2nd row: Meg Eager, Lee Roby, Brad Koogler, Jill Bolinger 
3rd row: Lea Hazel, Liam Davis, Elizabeth Kintz, Alison Furlough, Shelly Barnard. Elizabeth Schoetz, Katherine Huggin 
4th row: Caroline Clark, Lisa Gennings, Liza Wirtz, Sonya Kranwinkle, Rob Edsell, Stephanie Rieke, Kenny Talley, Ralphi Biram 
5th row: Kelly O'Connell, Tom Klein, Karen Devine, Meghan Pomaroy, Carla DenHartog, Chris Thorp 
6th row: David Schiopota, Darrin Pratt, Andrew Keyt, Daniel Model 
7th row: Derek Bennett, Rich Barron, Steve Osgood, Wes Reynolds 
Kenyon College Chamber Singers 
The 
Chasers 
1st row: III h Resnick, Alexandra Knapp, Mary Lai lamme 
2nd row: Me DeRonghe, Sharon Thompson, Ed Ball, Evan 
Harris, Clu w T ejirian, Edward Benyon 
3rd row: Rob Edsall, Alison Furlong 
4lli row: Jim Frey, Matthew Young, Charles Beneke, Nick 
Nicholson 
Missing: Lisa Clements. Shelley Barnard 
Right : Mary LaFlatnme sings 
a song from Les Miserable 
during the Chasers Spring 
Concert. 
Meg DeRonghe, Terry Wilson, Hugh Resnick, Lisa Clements, 
and Ed Ball made a stop at McDonald's on their way to a 
Nylon's concert in Columbus. 
Meg DeRonghe, Alex Knapp, Charles Beneke, Nick Nicholson, and Edward 
Benyon. 
Chris Tejirian. Lisa Clements, and Ed Ball perform the 
traditional "Senior" song during their Spring Concert in 
an unlraditional way — they took suggestions from the 
audience. 
(diaries Beneke and Sharon Thompson relax while on the 
road for the Chasers tour in the Midwest over Spring 
Break. 
Hugh Price, Jeff Katowilz, Worth Wagers, Andrew Keyt. Warren Lieberstein, Jason Walker, Andy 
Albrecht, Peter Kyle, Liam Davis 
Koko singers 
1st row: Tiffany Sleekier, Shelly Rankin 
2nd row: Jennie Lister. Caroline Lessesne, Meg Eager, Laura Sinagra. Tara Jones 
3rd row: Abbe Jacobson. Amy Malkoff, Beth Miyashiro, Liza Wirtz. Anne Jamison, Sabrina Barr, 
Heather Thompson 
Savage in Limbo with Molly Gunther, David Thiele, Marta Johnson, and 
Cissy Boulinger 
the Foreigner with Martin Dockery and Paul Schnee 
KCDC — Kenyon 
College Dramatic Club 
1st row: David Starr. Chris Blackburn 2nd row: Kevin Richardson, Karen Riley, Chris LaBudde. Melissa 
Schumau, Andy Berghausen, Shelly Rankin, Jean Bayless 3rd row: Chad Taylor, Denise Miller, Dave 
Cotlrill (P resident), Paul Schnee (Chairman of the Board), Konrad Malthaei, Dave Schwartz (VP of Publicity) 
4th row: Gerard Lynn, Chris Toft, Annie Wickham (Vice President), Kim Menster, Tom Morris, Hugh 
Price, Ruth Warmer, Ed Ball 5th row: Beth McCoy (Secretary-Treasurer), Desmond Davis (VP for Dance) 
Praying Mantis with Chad Taylor, Martin Dockery, Meg Pacsak, and Amanda Foster 
Amnesty 
International - ... 
Peter Harper, Brigette Kerpsack, Andrew Hunter, Byong-Hee Cho, 
Don, Alexandra "Duke" Walker, Paul Bingarnan, Deborah, and 
missing Zoe Donnell, Tania Lessani 
Michelle Graves, Mary Graves, Jenny Ross, Geoff Cole, Chris Eaton, Mor gan Thomas. 
Powell, Susie North, Adrienne Youngblood, Kathy Cantrell, and missing Joe Wyse. Sri 
Fernandez, John Sosnowski, and Dirk Beamer 
Morgan Thomas painting the Haunted House. 
The Kenyon 
APSO/Outreach Mission 
Joanne Arnold at the APSO Lobster Bake. 
Mary Graves looking very scary. 
axes in the basement. 
College Township Fire 
Dept. 
Student Auxiliary 
Dave Diggdon, Tad Buford, David Bauhs, Chris Falkenberg, John Biggs 
Ceramic Arts Club 
Greg Foster. John DeMarchi, Joy Eckstein n 
Janice Gossman ' Garrison, Katherine Purcell, Susan Balbont, 
€" 
^f 
***• 
Fools On The Hill 
Up: Warren Lieberstein, Heather Lee, Missy McGary, Jon Tazwell, Jon Babylon, Martin Doekery, Beth Watson. 
Susan Olsen 
Missing Off-Campus: Larry Grimm, Andrea Grant, Chris Toft, Charley Spaulding, Kim Fisher 
Gay/ Straight 
Alliance 
Stephanie Klein. John Douglass. Beth Miyashiro, Vicky Kinsey, Kelly O'Connell 
-'iltfili 
1st row: Heidi Lodish, Sharon Ullmann, Margot Morrison, Maureen Carr, Ann Stevens, David Seed, Alisha 
Kehrig 
2nd row: Lisa Betson, Betsy Hohmann, Magaret Tuttle, Andrea Bucey, Gil Blomgren, Sean Ward 
Tony Trausch, Marcie Birnberg, Fritzi Shaw, Vicky Bausinger, Ken Burgomaster, Ed Wolf 
Kenyon College Hillel 
1st r>:. Pasher, Rabbi Gordon, Ronya (his daughter) 
2nd rov Barton, Ana Bugan, Julie Mills, Sheila Namanworth, Melissa Shuman, Seth Harri s, Sara S a 
.•Sirs' r->w .tcmnter. Hirsh, Wendy Weintraub, Carla Birnberg, Beth Staples, Janie Cohn, Marc ie B irnberg, A N -
Frank 
Kenyon Christian 
Fellowship 
i:'/r\Sr Dc°nne- Berber, Chad Smith 
3rd row: Cu*. Missy ^ 
Bryan Brotherlon. Rob Leever "" ' "'e<!r' Wyse' Holly Brenl, Chris Alberta 
Student Alumni Assn. 
Executive Planning 
Committee 
Shoppes Entertainment 
Committee 
' v  "  '  
K. € fiyon Bowling League 
1st row: Joel Logan 
2nd r w e lie Graves, Kenny Talley, Ralphi Biran, Tony Reisberg, Yigi Shen, Susannah Hall, Mar) 
Grave,;, jo, Jennifer Luhmann, Tondelaya Dumas, Alison Gilgore, Kim Puhala, Fritzi Sha w 
3rd rov •, • n Richardson, Hoyt Wilhelm, Craig Meese, John Biggs, Derek Bennet, Karla Kel lenberger, 
Geoff Colt-
Kenyon Cheerleaders 
Me H
Ch7"<:'rr- T°nd<"aya DU™' 
r"*: DeBo™ 
Men's Rugby 
1st row: Ben Lee, Nate Buffum, Barron Kidd, Todd Burgess, Scott Walters, Wayde Grinstead, Rich Feil, Larson 
Gunness, Jerry McEntee, Bill Salmon, Jon Ross, Chris Cook, Peter Kotchen, Brad Dossinger, Steve Kennedy 
2nd row: Chris Toomey, Geoff Cole, Andy Lentz, Russell Brightman, Rugby Peep, Doug Thompson, Kurt Fliegauf, 
John Morris, Larry "Dr." Apke, Dave Huertas, Chris Mayer, Chris Eaton, Pete Groustra, Dave Elliott, Matt Fischer, 
Josh Barton, Shelby Collier, Wick 
Not Pictured: Chuck Peruchini. Jon Mensch, Peter Mazson, Don Thomas, Gere Ricker, Chris Drummond, Greg 
Laude, Theil Arnot, Scott Ludecker, Ben Packard, Dave Smith, Tad Troilo, Nick VanBuskirk, Mark Vincent, Greg 
Crew Club 
Women's Rugby Squash Club 
1st row: Jeff Alpaugh (President), Jean Kindred 
2nd row: Pat Beers, Pieter Wernink, Larry Knowles, Scott Johnson, Andy Meehan 
Missing: Jim Goodrich (Vice President), Drew Cuncannan (Vice President), Will Lyon, Professor Evans, Katie 
Keally, Chris Keenan 
Water Polo Club 
Doug Miller, Peter Cope, George Pond, John Stauffer, Rich Hoffman, John Curtin, Glen Hanlin, Jeff 
Clark, Andy Mueller, Mike Chambers, Doug Friedman. Bob Zabel, Craig Dean 
1 
Delta 
Phi 
Sailing Club 
1st row: John Faus. John Richardson (Commander), Bill Broda 
2nd row: Barbara Misener, Paige Feldman, Meredith Moore, Lisa 
Volpe, Pattie Rossman, Amy Malloy 
3rd row: Anne Burke, Sarah Merrill, Jennifer Luhrnann, Yigi Shen, 
Colleen Callinan 
4th row: Mike Melville, Brad Gregg 
The Racers: Paige Feldman, Bill Broda, 
John Richardson, John Faus, Pattie 
Rossman 
Delta 
rji lau 
Delta 
Missing from Picture: Mark Allison, James Bancroft, Joshua Barton, Douglas Bayuk, Christopher Bonacci, Robert Bonacci, Charles Cammack, Jeff Clark, Chris Cook. John Curtin. 
Jason Davitian, Craig Dean, Steven Eberhardt, Richard Feil, Peter Gaillard, William Gregg, Peter Groustra, James Hebert, Alexander Hetherington, Richard Hoffman, Peter Houston. 
Jeffrey Kallel, Kent Karosen, Jeffrey Katowitz, Thomas Lah, Curtis Larson, Robert Ludecker, David Marshall, John Maurer, Kevin Megrue, Douglas Miller, Steven Misehler, Chris 
Mooradian, John Morris, Andrew Mueller, Philip Murphy, Robert Noyes, Wes Reynolds, Kevin Richardson, Nathaniel Rosenthal, Ansel Sears, Marshall Shelly, David Smith, Wilmer 
Nilh. Peter Taylor, Chris Thorp, Mark Vincent, Adam Wadsworth, Charles Walch, Robert Ward, Edward Webb. William Whitmoyer, Michael Vartsch, Michael Horn, Andrew 
Meehan. Denni s Mulvihill, John Nogaj, Chris Obetz, Kevin Smith, David Waltuch, Andrew Art, Jason Breemen, Chris Burgess, Michael Chambers, Hugh Daley, Bradley Dossinger, 
'atthew Fischer. William Gregg, Ronald Harrington, Stephen Kennedy, Gregory Laude, Robert Maurer, Richard Murphy, Matthew Nix, Charles Peruchini, David Register, Daniel 
"Tiith, James Squires, Timothy Wallace, Kenneth Wempe 
Collegian/Reveille Photographers 
Mi..ing:eKelly SheS'Se HeSo"' ^ KW" A 
Theta Alpha Kappa 
1st row: Larisa Lockwood, Victoria Blocher, Regina Maguire, Jennie Lister r h li 
2nd row: Caroline Lesesne, Mary LaFlamme, Sarah Cobb, Amy Curtner, Allison Herrold, Jody Horak, Marian) ana 
Missing: Heidi Lipp, Kelly Stanton, Dede Alexander, Beth McCoy, Betsy Hohmann, Hannah Mason 
Beta Theta 
\ndrew Abbott, Brian Allen, Michael Arbour, Stephen Baldwin, Edward Beemiller, Joseph Bline, Michael Boyd, John Bresnicky, Brian Conkle, Eric Dahlquist, 
1 im er D ecipeda, Thomas Esordi, William Gerstler, Jon Greer, Larson Gunness, James Hale, Kevin Handel, Scott Hinckley, Christopher Jelliffe, Alec Jerome, John 
kenney, Harry Kindle, Allen Koths, Douglas Kush, Parish Lentz, Matthew Lodge, Mark Lontchar, Gordon Loveland, Gregory Machek, Kevin Martin, Richard 
Martin. Scott McKissock, Robert Medonis, Peter Mogyordy, Peter Murphy, Robert Nagucki, John Neeley, Kenneth Orce, David Paradise, Dean Rader, David Rath, 
IVter Reg ister, John Rhoads, Damian Rodgers, Stephen Roegge, Matthew Roth, Scott Tennyson, Chris Wasson, Jon Wilkin, Marc Williams, William Wilson, 
Anthony Barne s, Richard Barron, Shawn Cummings, Charles Gerhold, Bruce Goodman, Gregg Gumbert, J. Brent Hanlin, Scott Krone, William Lockwood, Thomas 
l-ongo. David Ol sen, Paul Palagyi 
Alpha Delta Phi 
1st row: Rob Fleenor, Mike Schauerte, Carter Sharaf, Chris Minnervino, Alex Novak, Curtis Mitchell, Will DeVane, Joe DeMarie, Andy E rtman, • 
Rosenberg, Stu Sargent, Peter Harper, Mark Royce, Matt Hicks, Chris McElvein, Tim Spry, Jim Bush, Andy Schneider 
2nd row (Stairs): Steve Carlson, Steve Reinbold, Bill O'Hearn, Dave Seed, Rick Horak, Ritchie Yu, Paul Rohovsky, Chal Browne, Chris Toome), 
Dave Muller, Tom Dilsheimer, B.J. Jennings, Shaun Gibbs, Chip Carter, Tom Neal, Greg Aharonian, Chris Schwartz, Jason Congdon. Mike Metro). 
Dave Easier, Mike Hannibal, Matt Martin 
Missing: Drew Cuncannan, Jeff Skiby, Eric Seaver, Dieter Sumerauer, Frank Tuttle, Ted Tudor, Taylor Ruggles, Kevin Geckler, Tim Ho llister, 
Wayne, Dave Starr, Jerry McEnlee, Matt Pasher, Seth Harris, Jeff Stewart 
Kevin Anderson, Robert Bolin. Roy Cleeland, Desmond Davis, John DeMarchi. Scott Ehrlick, Andrew Emery. Mark Finley, Brendan Keefe, David Kim. 
Chris Klein. Jeffrey Kulichik. James McCudden, Daniel McGuire, Charles Mihok, Mark Moon, Michael Mullen, Jeffrey Richards, John Robison, David 
Schwartz, David Sullivan, John Thurber, Robert Trabucchi, Sean Ward, Mark Warford, Eric Williams, Thomas Wilherspoon, Ted Wood, Brad Yost, 
I homas Buford, Robert Edsall, James Frey, Chris Myott, Ron Seibel, Patrick Williams. William Winterrowd. Brian Bama. Bradley Cue. Lycurgus 
Davey, Todd Van Fossen, Brian Yates, Simon Yoo 
Phi Kappa Sigma 
Psi Upsilon 
Peeps O'Kenyon 
1st rows Dno/er, Thomas (in effigy), Dan, Ana, Drew, Martha, Ernie, Margaret 
2nd row? Tim, Bob. Kelly, Chris, Janice, Richard, Fred, Laurie, Nick, John, Kevin, Ed, Jennie-Hart, 
Barb 
3rd row: Dav«, Amy Sue, Sue's hat, Joy, Egghead, Justin, Betsy, Tina, Matt, Bepi, Peirce, Erica 
4th row: Kipp. Liv, Leah, Chris, Heather, Cecil, Bob, Fido 
In back: Linda, Kai, Dave 
Not Quit* There: Chad, Katharine, Ginny, Renee, Suzie, Brooke, Chris 
Jean, John. Tim. Glenn (ir 
Delta Kappa Epsilon 
Archon Society 
Garrick Baker, Moses Carr. Jim Erceg, Jeremy Caslin, Jeff Hilberg, Rob Browning, Dan 
Peterson, Scott "El Presidente" Beggs. Lisa Thurston, Lisa Fahnstock. Sarah Adier, Kristine 
Swanson. Meg Tweedy. Liz Bell. Melissa Shurnan. Rachel Shapiro, Sara Barton, Jen Pearce, 
Una Slevin, Carrie Jelsma, Rachel Deguzman. Katie Keally 
CORPORATION LIMIT 
1. Celebraties on campus lake pari in "Kenyon Squares *88" sponsored by Shoppes 
Entertainment Committee. 
2. John Richarson, Bob Melican, and John LytJe spent their Spring Break skiing Mount Sno w 
in Ve rmont. 
3. An RA bash in a hottub. 
4. Greg Machek and Vanessa Muldrow at Summer Send-Off. 
5. Liz Fra nz and Michelle Roesch. 
6. John B. Good, Peter Delaplane, and Tom Kilsheimer show off a crowded triple in M cBride. 
7. Stephanie Hunt's third floor wing in McBride treat themselves to a Student/Faculty Brunch. 
8. Jill Isherwood and Sabrina Barr. 
9. Andrew McCabe and Steve Carlson. 
10. Karen Vogel and Win Bo erkel all ready to go to the Winter Waltz. 
11. These Students went to Washington, D.C., for the National March for Gay and Lesbian 
rights. 
12. Alyssa Frank and Amy Lanz. 
13. Liza Wirtz, Meg Eag er, Nancy Robbins, and Allison F urlong at Peter Gudaitis and Tom 
Holton's party in Gund commons. 
14. Jane Burrill and Melissa Henderson. 
15. Dave Olson, Duff B erschbeck, and Dave Reynolds at Summer Send-Off. 
16. Dave "Schwartz at WKCO. 
17. Chris Huffier, Mary Graves, Adrienne and Joe Youngblood, Amie Graves, and Suzy North 
at Summer Send-Off. 
18. Betsy Burnett and Barb Misener. 
limn 
1. Chad Smith and Sharon Thompson on a KCF retreat. 
2. Roommates Adrienne Youngblood and Mary Graves. 
3. Stephanie Hunt and Ted Kirkham. 
4. Cooper Schenck 
5. Brian Conkle and Dave Paradise. 
6. Gene at a Peeps vs. Phi Kappa Intramural Soccer game. 
7. Dave Rath herds the Beta pledges into the Great Hall. 
8. Larry Knowles, Mike Garber, and Jim Johnston on Spring Break. 
9. Melissa Earley and Elmer Decipeda at APSO's Lobster Bake. 
10. The Women's Basketball Team clowning around. . 
11. Meredith Moore. 
12. Don Wiest and Mike Sering all dressed up for the Spring Freshmen Dinner. 
13. Kelly Robinson, Amanda Williams, Kathy Cantrell, Ted Wood, and Mark Finley at 
APSO's Lobster Bake. 
14. Geoff Cole, Vicky Bausinger, and Fritzi Shaw after Geoff and Fritzi won the Social 
Board's raffle for a trip to Florida. 
15. Jennifer L. Jackson and Elizabeth A. Smith. 
16. Elizabeth Hines with an office full of '87 yearbooks ready to mail to the '87 
graduates. 
'T 
EZEIl ,aJ._ ... 
1. Amie, Michelle, and Mary Graves got together for a family portrait. 
2. The ARA employees work to prepare lunch in Gund. 
3. Heidi Lipp, Melissa Thorn, Brenda Burman, and Monica Martin. 
4. This group is all set to party in the KC. 
5. Juliette Engelbert at work early in the morning at ARA. 
6. Tom Holton, Kerry Smith, Peter Gudaitis, and Laura Graedel at Peter and Tom's 
party in Gund. 
7. A c ashier in the Bookstore prepares for the morning sales. 
8. Hal, Brad, Mike, and Dave with friends. 
9. Ted Wood, Dave Sullivan, Kathy Cantrell, Amy Pospesel, and Michelle Peerenbom at 
Summer Send-Off, April 30, 1988. 
10. Paul Singer. 
11. Jeff Hilberg, Dan Patterson, Rob Brown, and standing are Jim Erceg and Jeremy 
Caslin. 
12. Kim McMahon and Courtney Schrotberger. 
13. Kris Wheaton, Alison Sanders, Anne Chamberlain, and Jennifer Roberts. 
14. Rose Greely and Pat Madden. 
15. Pete Murphy and Ken Orce. 
16. Susan Lind, Lynne Schneebeck, and Pattie Rossman. 
PfPPIRS 
Convocation 
Convocation, the ceremony which sig­
nifies the official opening of the college 
year was celebrated on Thursday, August 
27, 1987. This year signified the beginning 
of the 164th college year. In recent years 
the tradition of Convocation has been 
somewhat altered. The year 1981 was the 
first year that C onvocation was held before 
the upperclassmen came back. It was also 
the first year that the Freshmen passed in 
procession between the line of the faculty 
on Middle Path. Unfortunately, this year 
due to the inclement weather, Convocation 
was not held on Samuel Mather Lawn as in 
previous years. Instead it was held in Ernst 
Center which resulted in there being no 
procession of the Freshmen. The musical 
accompaniment for the procession and re­
cession of the faculty was provided by the 
Scioto Brass Quintet. Chaplain Foster gave 
the Invocation. President Philip Jordan of­
ficially welcomed the new students and 
their parents to the Kenyon College Com­
munity. Provost Reed Browning gave the 
students a summarized history of the col­
lege afterwhich Dean of Students Thomas 
Edwards also gave his words of welcome. 
The address of this year's convocation cer­
emony was given by President Jordan. In 
his address, Jordan extolled the virtues of 
the pursuit of Academic fulfillment regard­
less of the field of study they might choose. 
Chaplain Foster then ended the ceremony 
• A PI# K I I. n D 1 * m • with the Benediction. 
Cindy Moon 
Above; Dean Bob Towner-Larse, 
[?e ,.y With RA'S Katie Weiss an 
at the RA Christmas Party 
Right; Dean Cheryl Steele and R 
Manella give each other a friendly 
wmmm 
1987-1988 In Review 
( con t i nued  f ro m  page  17 )  Andy  
Burghausen, Steve Byron the man the 
myth, Terri Wilson and Joe Zarenkio all 
"Do" "Real Inspector Hound" and 
"The Private Ear" ... Dry rush is OK 
. . . The real parties start after Dry rush 
. . . "The Seen" is born to record all that 
is hip and personal in Gambier . . . The 
Collegian tries to stop all underground 
publications . . . The Seen Savage In 
Limbo rolls into the Bolton . . . Pizza 
Man hot in the Hill. . . Celebration in the 
Church . . . The Chasers have two fan­
tastic concerts and grow into 18 mem­
bers . . . The Kokes are good . . . What 
else is new? The Owl Creeks have the 
best opening act ever and they also have 
the funniest introduction . . . KMS does 
Bye Bye Birdie . . . G.R.E.A.T. does 
Godspell in Rosse ... It was Great! . . . 
The Chaplain's Office/KCDC/David 
Schwartz do "Nightwords" in the Bol­
ton Theater Garden . . . KCDC fin­
ished the year with "Praying Mantis," 
Amanda Foster, Chad I aylor, Martin 
Dockery, Laura Mills and Meg Paczak 
a l l  s h ine  i n  t h i s  b i zza r e  p l a y  . . .  "Su  
casa e mi casa" . . . The Seen and 
KCDC have "The Seen Review to 
benefit Aids research . . . The Deans 
and Vicky B. do the Seen Awards . . . 
Ed Ball, President Jordan, James, the 
toilets at Kenyon, Dave Rath, Tiffany 
and Maggie, are all winners . . . Re­
prises from the Foreigner and God-
spell . . . Paul Schnee urinates on the 
Bolton . . . Nora Ephron and Fran 
Lebowitz roll into Rosse for speeches 
. . . Dizzy G ilespie played Gambier to 
the many crowds! ... A black-out hit 
Caples for a fun Saturday night . . . 
(continued on page 89) ... 
I . W esley I niching* Director of Scholarships and Student Aid Director of Student 
Employment 
Thomas Greenslade, Sr. College Archivist 
Rebecca Shinaberry Assistant Director of Financial Aid Thomas Davidson Director of Security, Safety and Telecommunications 
Juanita Newman 
Catherine Levengood 
Sherie Updike 
Lynda Foster 
Bill Kline 
Charles Jacobs 
Sheila Stuery 
NTWSTOPE 
Robert Towner-Larson Assistant 
Dean of Stu dent Residences 
Thomas J. Edwards Dean of 
Students 
Donald Omahan Dean 
Advising 
Cheryl Steele Assistant Dean of 
Students 
Andrew Foster III Chaplain of 
Kenyon College 
Vicky Bausinger Director of 
Activities 
Student 
Tracy Schermer Director of Health and Counseling Colleg 
Barry Gunderson 
A 
R 
T 
Pat McCulloh 
Professors not 
Pictured: 
Claudia Esslinger 
Martin Garhart 
Janis Bell 
A 
R 
T 
H 
I 
S 
T 
O 
R 
Y 
Anthony Colantuono 
BIOLOGY 
Professors not 
Pictured: 
Kathryn Edwards 
Raymond Heithaus 
Lawrence Blumer Robert Burns 
Dorothy Jegla 
Thomas Jegla 
Patricia Heithaus 
George Kudakasseril 
Joan Slonczewski Francis Yow 
Russell Batt 
Gordon Johnson 
William McC oy 
James Pappenhagen 
Barbara R eitsma 
Owen York 
CHEMISTRY 
Robert Bennett 
John Finefrock 
CLASSICS 
Clifford Weber 
75 
ECONOMICS 
77 
BBWMMMMBw » Ml''' muti f •1 
HISTORY 
i! 
Wendell Lindstrom 
Professors not 
Pictured: 
Shobba Char 
Robert Fesq 
Stephen Slack 
Robert McLeod 
MODERN 
FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES 
Professors not Pictured: 
Elizabeth Rredick 
Edmund Hecht 
David Lapeza 
P. Lyn Richards 
Peter Seymour 
Aki Tanouchi 
Maryanne Ward 
MATH 
HH 
A" 
Jean Blacker 
Edmund Hayes 
Linda Metzler 
Mortimer Guinea 
I 
Charles Pi«n0 
Cyrus Banning 
Juan DePascuale 
Mary Cohen 
Ronald McLaren 
Donald Rothberg 
Professors not 
Pictured: 
Catherine Asaro 
PHYSICS 
PHILOSOPHY 
Camilla Cai Ben Locke 
MUSIC 
Peter Collings Thomas Greenslade, Jr. John Idoine 
Micah Rubenste in 
81 
POLITICAL 
82 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Linda Smolak 
Jon Williams 
Richard Hoppe 
Allan Fenigstein 
Professors not 
Pictured: 
Arthur Leccese 
Billie Shire 
RELIGION SENIORS CHOOSE TOP 12 
Carl Brehm: Professor Brehm is the au­
thor of several books and articles on eco­
nomic theory and banking. For 25 years, 
Brehm has been teaching a wide variety of 
economic courses, all of which he has en­
joyed because of "the small class size and 
the students themselves." 
Richard Melanson: A specialist in Amer­
ican foreign policy and contemporary in­
ternational relations, Professor Melanson is 
the recipient of two Choice magazine 
awards for outstanding academic literature. 
His most recent book, Reevaluating Ei­
senhower: American Foreign Policy 
in the 50's was published in 1987, while 
Revolution and Intervention in Gre­
nada, which he co-wrote, was published in 
1985. 
Donald Rogan: A Professor of Religion 
with twen ty-four years of experience at Ken-
yon. Professor Rogan specializes in Biblical 
studies and American religion. Rogan had 
Campus Apocalypse published in 1968 
and finds the influx of new and hopingly 
more diverse people" as his favorite aspect 
of Kenyon. 
Roy Wortman: Professor Wortman re­
ceived his Ph.D. from Ohio State and, since 
arriving at Kenyon to teach History in 1971, 
he has taught classes in American History 
and American Civilization. "The students 
have been exceptionally challenging and 
have made it a privelege to teach and 'do' 
history at Kenyon," says Wortman. A spe­
cialist in American social and labor history, 
^ ortman is the author of numerous articles 
on labor history and a study on industrial 
workers of the world, From Syndicalism 
to Trade Unionism. Wortman has also 
developed an audio visual program on the 
citizen soldie r for the Army National Guard 
and is c urrently working on a book on the 
history of the National Farmer's Union. In 
his sp are time Wortman is a general prac-
tionner at target shooting and actively sup­
ports civil li berties. 
Perry Leniz: The author of two novels, It 
Must be Now the Kingdom Coming and 
The Falling Hills, Professor Lentz came 
to Kenyon in 1969 to teach American Lit­
erature. "Kenyon is simply the best college 
in the world to teach English," says Lentz 
whose favorite class in English 1-2. 
Kim McMullen: Kim McMullen graduated 
from Duke University and received her M.A. 
in Fiction Writing from Stanford. In her 
fourth year at Kenyon, McMullen teaches 
contemporary British and American liter­
ature and a senior on women's literature, 
which she particularly enjoys. 
Thomas Turgeon: "What do I like most 
about Kenyon? I don't know where to be­
gin. Of the many things Professor Turgeon 
enjoys, he notes in particular his classes — 
Introduction to Drama, Acting, and Theater 
History, and French Drama. Turgeon has 
taught Drama at Kenyon for 16 years while 
acting in a number of contexts: summer 
theater, college plays and workshops to 
name a few. 
Owen York: Professor York arrived at 
Kenyon in 1961, and not surprisingly he 
says Kenyon, "Just feels like home." An 
organic chemist, York spent his early years 
after college working in industrial chemistry 
and holds several patents. York has also 
helped to grade Advanced Placement chem­
istry exams, and was at one time associate 
director for the entire AP program. 
Many other professors were chosen as 
favorites by the Senior Class, but due to lack 
of space they could not be printed. 
Francis Yow: After teaching chemistry at 
Kenyon for 28 years, Professor Yow cites 
the contact between the student and teachers 
among the aspects of Kenyon he most en­
joys. "There are so many exceptionally nice 
people here that great relationships are 
formed. ' Yow graduated from Emory Uni­
versity and specializes in cell physiology and 
development. 
John Ward: Along with tea ching 18th cen­
tury English and a senior seminar on Jane 
Austen, Professor Ward is an editorial as­
sistant for the Kenyon Review. During his 
18 years in Gambier, Ward has had nu­
merous articles published on Robert Lowell 
and a volume of essays published by McMil­
lans in the United Kingdom. 
Royal Rhodes: "At Kenyon, there is mu­
tual teaching between the students and 
teachers. The divisions between us merge 
and we learn from each other," says Pro­
fessor Rhodes who came to Kenyon to teach 
religion in 1979. Rhodes is a graduate of 
Yale Divinity School and Harvard and spe­
cializes in western Christianity from 
"beginning to end." Faith of Christians, 
which was written by Rhodes, the late Pro­
fessor Denis Bailey, and 20 Kenyon Stu­
dents, was published in 1984. 
Arthur Leccese: A specialist in physi­
ological psychology, Professor Leccese ar­
rived at Kenyon two years ago to teach 
psychology after having worked in 
pharmocology departments. Leccese is a 
graduate of Louisville University and enjoys 
his psychopharmocology class the most. 
1. Heidi Lodish, Michelle Peerenbom, Irene Kalzan, Mimi Kuc, Pam Neckers, Tracy 
Krug, and Susan Schmidt. 
2. The Foster family, Andrew, Greg, and Lynda, enjoy their Lobster. 
3. John Green, Ken Orce, and Steve Roggee. 
4. Doug, Kelly, and Lori Miller have fun with their last name. 
5. Eric Masters caught napping by Liz Franz. 
6. Pete Murphy, Talal Al-Sowayel, Ken Orce, and Will Wilson. 
7. Curt Mitchell, Andy Schneider, Tom Ryan, and Dave Jackson. 
8. Andrew Hunter. 
9. Darcy Kulenkamp, Tim Staley, and Gerard Lynn. 
10. At Fritzi s surprise birthday party are; standing: John, Kelly Robinson, Anne Powell, 
Geoff Cole, Fritzi Shaw, Molly Gunther, and sitting: Juanita and Yauncey Newman, 
Michelle Graves, Becky DeVries, Marcie Birnberg, Chris Tejirian, Andy Pollack, and 
Kathy Cantrell. 
11. Another group of friends enjoys the great Spring weather. 
12. Kristine Wheaton, Patrick Augusta, and Alison Sanders. 
13. Vicky Bausinger and Cheryl Steele. 
14. Elizabeth Warmington celebrates with her friends. 
15. Paul Singer, Tony Ziselberger, and Howard Sacks at a Cookout. 
1987-1988 In Review 
(continued from page 65) . . .  H o t  
movies of the year . . . Fatal At­
traction, No Way Out, The Big 
Easy, Good Morning Vietman, My 
Life As A Dog, House of Games, 
Moonstruck, The Last Emporer, 
Empire of the Sun, Broadcast 
News, Dirty Dancing, Wall Street 
. . . Michael Douglas and Cher win 
Academy Awards as does The Last 
Emporer . . . Sonny and Cher get 
together on the David Letterman 
show . . . Thirty Something is a big 
hit on TV, St. Elsewhere goes off 
the air . . . L.A. Law is still popular 
. . . David Letterman and Johnny 
Carson are in reruns from March 
until . . . Madonna, Bruce, 10,000 
Maniac, Grateful Dead, Tina Tur­
ner, Pet Shop Boys, Pink Floyd, 
ABC, Eurythmics, Nylons, Into the 
Woods, Phantom of the Opera, Car-
ly Simon, Dirty Dancing are hot 
albums, er..CD's ... In fact the 
bookstore seems to only have 
CD's and food . . . Where are the 
books . . . The Bookstore an­
nounces the expansion of the 
Bookstore over parking lot . . . 
APSO has a Lobster dinner in 
Upper Dempsey . . . Table tents 
are removed from dining halls 
. . . Deadline changed for New-
scope from 4 to 12p.m . . . The 
Collegian is filled with even more 
controversies that are dragged out 
so far that nobody cares anymore 
. . . The college limits the number 
of students in college houses . . . 
Students begin to live off-campus 
. . . The Freshmen get screwed 
on housing . . . Everybody com­
plains about the singles lottery 
. . . The Seniors graduate . . . 
New students are accepted to take 
their place . . . The library fines 
the world ... I guess life is nor­
mal at Kenyon. Dave Schwartz 
v t- . 
Cenyon Lords Baseball 
mm mm 
1st 
R^ii^ Br"ce Slabo' Job" Wright, Dave Rhodes, Jason Bertch 2nd row: Coach Larry Kmdbom Dean Rai X t " Ref>asky' Marlin' Tim teller, John 
RlggS' Kevin Mar,i»> Pete Harper, Coach Don Thomas' Train.- ^ J°sh Weber' Dave Adaras' Ihomas, Trainer Mare Linzey 
jp 
i M 
T»P left; Tim Keller '89 
T«P Hghl; Dave Adams '89 
Bottom left; Nick Riggs <88 
Bottom right; Richard Martin '89 
* « # .«/•» 
"Wl '**• j . i4*. 
1st row: Bruce Gerber, Scott Smith, Mark Henry, Brian McDonald, Kevin Anderson, Tim Keller, Nelson Morris 2nd row: Coach 
Bill Brown, Dave Mitchell, Tony Kopyar, Paul Baier, Andy Kutz, Ted Stewart, Mark Speer, Mark Day, Sten Johnson, Coach Mark 
Huffman, Lawrence Paolucci, student assistant 
... -as.- r mmm 
Kenyon Ladies Basketball Kenyon Lords Cross Country 
•ENY0K 
Top left; Greg Dorf '88, and Gordan Center '91 
1EMY0)H^TEjfypg, 
KEHYOrfllEHYOiflrKEHYC, 
Below left; Ken Wempe '90 
Below right; Paul Worland '90, and Terry Milner '90 
Douglas, Judy Hruska, Stacey Seesholtz, 
lENYOJ 
1st row: Coach Duane Gomez, Scott McKissock, Justin Lee, Mike Melville 2nd row: Paul Worland, Eric Danelius, Charles 
Jacobs, Terry Milner 3rd row: Ken Wempe, Jeff Hilberg, Gordon Center, Tom Klein, Rich Binzley 
Kenyon Ladies Cross Country 
1st row: Coach Duane Gomez, Aileen Hefferen, Priscilla Perotti, Kristen Hess, Annie Kay Taylor 2nd row: Annie Ries, 
Suzanne Aronoll, Anne Switzer, Mandy Barlow, Rebecca Szekely, Jessica Ginsburg, Carol Manning 3rd row: Anne Powell, 
Karen Adams, Tracey Fatzinger, Sue Melville, Jenny Taylor, Emily Hancock 
Top left; Priscilla Perotti '89 
Top right; Sue Melville '90, and Mandy Barlow '88 
Bottom left; Suzanne Aronoff '90 
Below right; Hilary Snyder '89, and Anne Switzer '89 
Kenyon Ladies Field Hockey 
Top left; Danni Davis '90 
Top right; Margot Morrison '91 
1st row: Kate Davis, Jessica Brown, Amy Bowser, Melissa Henderson 2nd row: Cathie Herrick, Carrie Jelsma, Nancy Rochat, 
Danni Davis, Soo J. Min, Liz Wright 3rd row: Coach Sandy Moore, Anne Canon, Jenny Leffler, Mary Sherk, Coach Kathy Kvam 
4th row: Rachel Shapiro, Trish Crabtree, Ashley Dimond, Louise Reed, Susie Bloom, Beth Waldner 5th row: Liz Bell, Margot 
Morrison, Betsy Jennings, Nancy Cooper, Courtney Schrotberger, Gema Benokraitis 
Kenyon Lords Football 
flrr Ed ' 'L0^ 5h°ad9' Parish Lentz' Tom Escordi, Marc Williams, Brian Conkle, Matt Lodge, Kent Wellington 
M^ordTtSnKom'I J°h" Kcenn^ Brian Men' Bi!1 Gerstler, Scott Hinckley, Jon Wilkin, Pete 
Talaf Ai Sowave WU^Wilson PemM V" ^'n' Bja.n McFadden 3rd row: Elmer Decipeda, Steve Baldwin, Robert Medonis, 
Gordon Loveland A f S , S  T  K e "  ° r C e '  J i m  W e bb '  B o b  Na ^ c k i '  ^  B^e 4th row: Tom Longo, 
Gn,g MaruCk' Abb°"' Mike Cbris JeMfe' Ed Beemiller> Ma* Lontchar, 
Matt Roth DuffBerscZr Rf " ?I f/*™' Gregg GumB^> Steve Roegge, jon Greer, Eric Dahlquist, 
Muller 6th row* Trainer Ceon?e Ph 'T r L1°yd' Trainer Dave Ryan, Trainer Mare Linzey, Manager Brad 
Coach S XZES ^ Jim ^ ^  ^  Ki"db<"- C°"h * 
Tom I.ah 
Kenyon Lords Golf 
John Doyle '89 
• 
• ju-m 
Joe Fiedor, unidentified (sorry), Paul Skidmore, Simon Yoo, Tom Lah, Matt Alcorn, unidentified, Doug Bayuk 
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Kenyon Lords Lacrosse 
«2f. '*£3 S KENYON , Bffj* MMj ,'KEHYV 
1st rows Houston Clinch, Jim Zahner, Ben Keenan, Dave Sobel, Pete Sanborn, Jim Bancroft, Jeff Alpaugh, Peter Nolin, John 
Wallace, Richard Ginsburg 2nd row: Chris Alpaugh, Terry Martin, Sam Leaf, Walt Hajduk, Alex Hetherington, Pat Madden, Mik e 
Soforenko, Jim Hebert, Mark Stearns 3rd rows Jamie Koratis, Scott Vincent, Andy Meehan, Bert Bowler, Jim Johnston, Don 
Thomas, Chris Munster, Dave Horner, Coach Dave Burday 4th row: Jason Congdon, Andy Stearns, Chris Tearse, Ben Lee, Shawn 
Cummings, James Squires, Grant Tennille, Coach Bill Hesser 
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Top left; Jim Hebert '90 
Top right; Jeff Alpaugh '89 
Bottom left; Peter Nolin '89 
Bottom right; Sam Leaf '89 
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Kenyon Ladies Lacrosse 
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•FH Top left; Trish Crabtee '91 
Top right; Amy Bowser '88 
Below left; Jessica Brown '88 
Below right; Trish Crabtree '91 
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1st row: Chris Moyles, Tory Wright, Leah Hollman, Christie Densen, Jessica Brown, Chris Olsen, Mandy Burwell, Betsy Jennings 
2nd row: Cathie Herrick, Natalie Weymonth, Mia Fischelis, Julia Griner, Anne Canon, Nancy Cooper, Margot Morrison, Kristin 
Swanson, Courtney Schrotberger 3rd row: Coach Sandy Moore, Liz Bell, Una Slevin, Alexandra Manolovici, Janet Lord, Nina 
Carr, Meredith Johnston, Melissa Shuman, Jenny Leffler, Coach Deb Smith 4th row: Meg Tweedy, Unidentified, Beth Waldner. 
Sarah Porter, Ann Charlton, Kim Ruiz, Kristin Schelter, Jane Ginsburg, Ashley Dimond 
Kenyon ..ords Soccer 
1st r°w: John Lysaker, Coach Mike Pilger, Mason Morjikiam, David Bowser, Boyce Martin, Peter GaiJlard, Jeff Alpaugh, Tom 
Gallucio 2nd row: John Babylon, Peter Meddick, David Lemire, Chris Alpaugh, Jeff Kallet, Jason Walker, John Brown, John 
I r r i n l I f f ' m  1 Jf Smi'h' David De0re°' Trey Brice' Murad BeS> Scotl Kr°"e' T°m Elmer, Ron 
Yo..n hi'"" t n " ? afT Reynolds, Craig Pierson, Larry Knowles, Tom Neal, Eric Seaver, Jason Breemen, Joe 
Voungblood, Daryl Hultquist, Michael Putman 
Top right; Mason Morjikian '88 
Bottom left, Boyce Martin(20) '88 
Bottom right; The team huddles and geta ready to play. 
Kenyon Ladies Soccer 
Record: overall: 7-7-3 
Division III: 7-4-2 
Conference: 3-2-1 Third Place Conference Finish 
Most Valuable Player: Maggi Jones 
Player of the Year: Stasha Wyskiel 
lied #16 Nationally Ranked Allegheny 1-1 
1st row: Mary Fischelis Loyey Cerfolio. Maggie Jones, Stasha Wyskiel, Karen Riley 2nd row: Molly Curry, Clara Campbell 
Sarah Turgeon, Jean Kindred, Kara Glynn, Sonya Kane 3rd row: Sabine Graf, Jennifer Veanderhnr^h Ann r i n 'rr 
Branch, Smie North Coach Sec, OriChc 4th row, r.cach Terr, Martin, April •**£££$£ Kale ' 
Jacobson, Katie Keally 5 th row: Adnenne Youngblood, Rebecca Glazer, Jenny Dempsey, Meryl Brott, Mindy Smith 
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Kenyon Lords Swimming 
1st row: Michael Chambers, Parker Nash, Tom Schinabeck, Tom Keeling, Steve Reinbold, Eric Chambers, Aaron Glatzer, Nate 
Llerandi 2nd row: Matt Brokaw, Jeff Perkins, Phil Murphy, Tom Magowan, David Wenz, John Burnsed 3rd row: Dave Greenlee, 
Scott Peters, Alan Schmidt, Tadd Ferguson, Glen Hanlin, George Pond 4th row: Coach Jim Steen, Scott Michael, Dennis Mulvihill, 
Jon Howell, Scott Sporte, Coach Joe Wilson 
Top left; Dennis Mulvihill at Division III Nationals 
Top right; Alan Schmidt and ,ealtlm.,e cheer on the swimmer,. 
Bottom left; The whole team cheers the swimmer on ,o the 
Bottom right; Everyone jumps in to celebrate. 
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Kenyon Ladies Swimming 
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Top left; Missi Nelson '90 
Top right; Tawny Sleeker '90 
Below left; Jeannine Gury '89 
Below right; Annie Ries '90 
f T n t ? v • 
1st row: Amy Hunt, Christine Jacob, Becky Little, Annie Ries, Kristi McCauley, Laura Richard, Kim McMahon, Diana Olinger 
2nd row: Julia Hawthorne, Stephanie Perrett, Erin Finneran, Kyla Carlson, Gwen Fleetwood, Karen Pomper, Barb Misener, 
Brenda Perkins 3rd row: Kami Mathews, Amy Heasley, Alyssa Higdon, Tawny Stecker, Missi Nelson, Jeni Kem, Jeannine Gury 
4th row: Coach Jim Steen, Catherine Fletcher, Annette Laursen, Margaret Robrock, Teresa Zurick, Coach Joe Wilson 
•i .. . ». • "V-
Kenyon Lords Tennis Kenyon Ladies Tennis 
Top left; Grace Gardner. 
Top right; Clara Campbell. 
Below left; Lynne Schneebeck. 
Below right; Cindy Smith and Tia Tarteglione. 
1st row: Tim Staley, Steve Ozcomert, Will Lyon. 2nd! row: Coach Scott Thiekle, Mike Sanders, Adam Wadsworth, Bob Zabel 
Bottom left; Bob Zabel 
Bottom right; Will Lyon 
1st row: Clara Campbell, Lynne Schneebeck, Cindy Smith 2nd row: Julie Kipka, Tia Tarteglione, Andrea Kenerson, Coach Scott 
Thiekle. 
Kenyon Lords Track and Field 
Kenyon Ladies Track and Field 
.yW3» 
Left and below; Stasha Wyskiel shown in four stages of a javelin throw. it! 
—— • — 
Above left; Jeff Katowiu. 
Above right; Peter Register. 
Bottom left; Bill Breecher. 
Bottom right; John Hanicak. 
1st row: Anne Powell, Morgan Thomas, Rebecca Szekeley 2nd row: Tracy Fatzinger, Stasha Wyskiel, Danni Davis, Catherine 
Fletcher 3rd row: Tawny Stecker, Michelle Day, Sue Melville, Karen Adams 4th row: Coaches Mike Pilger, Kathy Kawn, Duane 
Gomez, and Jim Myer. 
Kenyon Ladies Volleyball 
Iwt r ow: Christina Hoyt, Jennifer Hirsh, Chelsea Andrus, Heather Spencer, Sarah Flotten, Keira Martin, Jane Gerace 2nd row: 
Andrea Kenerson, Shelley Swank, Holly Swank, Judy Hruska, Kirsten Holzheimer, Chris Seyfried, Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht 
Top left; Kris Snyder "89, and Shelly Swank '88 
Top right; Holly Swank '89 
Bo"„m left< NCAC Championship iiile „inne„. 
Bottom right; Kris Snyder '89 
Division III Nationals 
Top left; 400 meter relay team: Becky Little '91, Jeannine Gury 
'89, Erin Finneran '89, Teresa Zurick '88. 
Top right; Amy Heasley '88 was named MVP, Conference 
swimmer of the year, and Senior athlete of the year. 
Below left; Erin Finneran, Kami Mathews, Teresa Zurick and 
Amy Heasley. 
Below right; Dennis Mulvihill '88, was named MVP, 
Conference swimmer of the year, Division III swimmer of the 
year, Senior Athlete of the year, Outsanding graduating Senior, 
and Division I A ll-American. 
Kenyon Ladies Swim Team Division III National Winners. 
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Senior Week 
Opposite Page: Top; "But what does it 
mean?" asks Tom Richardson. 
Bottom; Willa DeVoti. 
Large Picture; The Seniors are so happy 
they can even toast the photographer during 
the "Sunrise Brunch" on Peirce Lawn. 
This Page: Top left: "The Caravan" I.M. 
Baseball champs: 1st row: Bags, Kent, Mark, 
B., Bret, Sweet L., Coach Cera. 2nd row: 
Kevin, Mitch, (The walk of) Ted, Doof, Sten, 
Paul, Roon, Nellie. 
Top right; Anne Chamberlain and Karl 
Klamar. 
Middle left; O.C.S. reception for "Off the 
Hill," Amy Malloy, Josh Barton, and Laurie 
Ewers. 
Middle right; Liddy Smith, Jill Tibbe, and 
Susie Brown. 
Bottom left; Seniors deal with Exam stress; 
Kelly Surrick, Anne Burke, Lisa Volpe, and 
Meredith Moore. 
1. Craziness at the Cove courtesy of Nina Butrick and Amy Malloy. 
2. Relaxing Senior Week has finally begun for Lori Highnett and Lori Miller. 
3. Jen Roberts and Kris Wheaton celebrate at the Cove. 
4. The Senior Class Committed hard at work; Anne Burke, Willa DeVofi, Kevin Waters, 
and Jennifer Simpson. 
5. Mike Helmstetter and Brad Muiler. 
6. Senior Stephanie Rocca — is she really studying or just writing letters? 
7. Maria Johnson, Wendy Davis, and Melissa Henderson. 
8. Hugh Price is a stud. — Will you marry me? Love, Pattie. 
9. How can we study when the sun is shining? Sarah Hall and Liz Gargill have trouble 
making that last trip to the library. 
10. Bret Frye, Mark Henry, Kent Wellington, and Nelson Morris at an I.M. Baseball 
game. 
11. Trivial Pursuit at "the beach" with Paige Feldman, Barb Misener, and Christine 
Moyles. 
12. The Billionare Boys Club (a.k.a. Kenyon House 1); Mark Eberman, Joe Wiemels, 
Mike Uzyak, Dan Tobin, John Richardson, Dan Rudmann. 
13. At the President's Champagne reception are Melissa Henderson. Jim Bush, Susan 
Lind. and Teresa Zurick. 
14. G.Q. study at President Jordan's reception: Brad Gregg, Andrew Hunter, and Paul 
Bingaman. 
15. Mike Melville with backup singers Dave Rathbun and Lowell Briggs. 
Senior Week 
I draws 
to a close 
-
with the 
Senior Sing 
and finally 
* • • 
Comm c 
On thr morning of May 22. 1988. three numh »d an d sevenly-eight graduating seniors took 
pari in llic one hundred sixtieth duramen "xeereises on Samuel Mather Lawn. The 
participants took th eir seats as the Scioto Bt nsemble played and then heard the Invocation 
given by Reverand Andrew Foster and the welcoming remarks of President Philip Jordan. Seven 
Honorary degrees were awarded to James M. Borgman, Mary L. Good, Ursula K. LeGuin, 
. M. ' »<) >iusou. W illiam A, Stroud, jr... m 1 retiring Kenyon professors Wendell D. 
trotn am oseph 1 . Slam. 1 he eiass in n tslened to Borgman, a Syndicated Editorial 
()<| " ' 'r (iAr,cin"afl Enquirer as he delivered his address and to the Chapel Bells as 
ey p ayec i ie Kokosing Farewell. After the members of the Class of 1988 were hooded, had 
irZ 'hTTi ?"TnCed' Sh°,°k HandS Whh the Pres«K and received their diplomas, they were 
rem irk i"p V "mJS,l'l! "Pe' r!l o! dieir ( hiss President Jennifer Simpson and to the closing 
ended as"h die Slivered the Benediction and the ceremony lawn " ^ ^ °Ut l° fmd ^ femilieS and frie»ds a"d enjoy a picnic on the 
1. Senior Sing took place on the steps of Rosse Hall after 
Baccalaureate on Saturday, May 2 1. 
2. As the Seniors lined up for Commencement the line 
stretched from the Village Market down past McBride. 
3. Peter Gudaitis pauses a moment to let the procession 
assemble before leading them into Commencement. 
4. President Philip Jordan welcomed the Seniors and their 
families to the 160lh Commencement Excercises. 
5. Chaplain Andrew Foster gave the Invocation and the 
Benediction. 
6. James M. Borgman, a Kenyon graduate and cartoonist, 
was the guest speaker. 
7. Senior Class President Jennifer Simpson. 
r - • SfSf- •• sr.-. "•> '**• 
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May 22, 1988 
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1. Kathy Kahle receives congratulations from a 
fellow classmate. 
2. The diplomas await the Class of 1988. 
3. David Abood Was the first person to receive his 
diploma and shake hands with President Jordan. 
4. Friends Chris Barnes and Chris Martens clown 
around and congratulate each other after the 
ceremony. 
5. Newlyweds Tim and Jessica (Sheppard) Holmes 
look very happy after their very big weekend. 
6. Mandy excitedly receives congratulations with 
her diploma in hand. 
7. The Class of 1988 applauds the Faculty as the 
procession makes its way to the stage. 
8. Dan clowns around for a family member. 
9. The seniors lined up to be hooded before 
having their names announced. 
Life sweeps al^h^d rearms "ha fie 'J™ t0,mi"Ules and minutes ,0 mem°r 
future. So suck it up and ton 1 T,P ned' we are young and we are the 
Lind - History^ 'The 2£j ""' ""•" JEM 2* S"°»" P 
people who never achieve their potential ""r/"""' resources ,s the "umber of 
things that can't be done and doing them ' ^*1*™ T by Searching f< 
Unknown 3. Patricia Rossmj... tu 1 S° 8 you 11 never be bored." 
world „e neither "1U """ '»*" "»k' 
return love for hate, to include the ex d t 1 ach,eve'nents, but moral acts: to 
H.™, ^ 4. " y lT  Ti" s""'ey J' 
— International Studies "If von , History 5. Lauren Ewe 
laughs with, and believes in other than »hi 8 *7*°" 7° '* n°l envious" who 'oves, 
lifetime of friendship." Susan Polis Scb 7 l° this rare Person offer a 
Achieve! 6. Susanna M. Brown v ' |J.!ve" ^ove. Laugh . . . Dream, Believe, 
<hink I can. 1 th ink I c an.' And she hitched u ** 9aid' think 1 «'«»• I 
pulled and pulled and tugged and sbwt 1 7 7 Mttte lrain- She '%'ged 
'Cubs win! Cubs win!" Harry Caray ' ly they started Watty 
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1 .Jean Bay less — Psychology "I would 
believe only in a god who could dance ..." 
Friodrioh Nietzsche "Real world time? Wait 
.. . DEATH?' B.C. To the bestest: Thanks for 
4 wonderful years! I love you all! 2. Nancy 
NoelI Chap,,clear — Psychology To my 
best mends: You gave me smiles when there 
were none, You turned my tears into laughter 
and you helped me to define my goals. But 
most 0f all, you gave me the strength to go on. 
Without each of you. I couldn't have made it. 
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1. Joanne T. Campbell — French Area Studies "The 
essential sadness is to go through life and leave this world without 
ever telling those you love that you had loved them." John Powell 
Thanks Mom and Dad. I love you both. 2. Margaret L. White 
— English 3. Diana Kathleen dinger — Biology "To 
thine own self be true, and it m ust follow, as the night the day, 
thou canst not then be false to any man." Shakespeare, Hamlet 
"The best things come to those who wait." 4. Shelly Rankin 
— Drama "I wish you all that is good and beautiful in life." 
Ludwig Van Beethoven "Your achievements are not determined 
by your actual ability alone, but by the desire you possess to 
reach them." Terry Everton 
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1. Lori L. English "What we call he beginning 
is often li make and end is to make a beginning. 
The end e start from.'" T.S. Eliot 
2. R< idges, Jr. '86. Kelly L. Miliar —- History 
"Read -; ried him." Charlotte Bronte i Jane Eyre 
3  i  . •h ie  Rawles Wheeler — His- • ry "But of course, 
it i n' ally Good-bye, because the fores? always be there 
. . ami anybody who is friendly with Bears can find it." 
A.A. Milne 
4. Pamela A. Richards -— Political Science 
'  . •  •  
1. Ivana M. Sustersic — Economics "Watch out you might get 
what you're after" Talking Heads "Beware of the man who works hard 
to learn something, learns it, and finds himself no wiser than before. 
He is full of murderous resentment of people who are ignorant without 
having come by their ignorance the hard way." Kurt Vonnegut 
2. Lori Dianne Hitchcock —— English "The bridge is crossed so 
stand and watch it burn, we've passed the point of no return." 
Phantom "Shoganai, ne?" 
3. Morgan Paige Thomas — Biology "It's better to burnout 
than fade away." Def Leppard "They said it couldn't be done, 
because they couldn't do it." "You know the expression 'money 
talks'? . . . Well, I want to scream." 
4. Marjorie Wright Studdiford — English "When I w ent with 
you to your ship to say goodbye, my tears choked me, and I said 
nothing. ' Anon "Wealth has much to do with happiness." Jane 
Austen "That what will come, and must come, shall come well." 
Edwin Arnold "There is no drinking after death." John Fletcher 
Amy E. 
l«"Buage of shadows." Opal Wl'.Pw' ' A ,,',','l>' "' "5 ''° n<" k"°" 
Studio Art "After all." «dd Ery„„ "O RW" — 
friends. Sonrchnd, sp„k, ' have "» 
Kamrkr, Mly-hiro _ Py.chol^0'^^* ' """' 
thousands of roads enter it When „7 f P th has no g^s, 
gate, she walks freeiv between heave T'* 7?^ thk galeless 
Bones. John P. Clarke - English ^aral Ze" 
Psychology "J do not like gre"f els" 1,7  Tf  ^  
•sam 1 an,." I)r. Seuss 0 not like ,h«n 
1. (left to right) 
Charles M. Waleh — History 
Tim Spry — English 
Jim Bancroft — History 
Peter H. Taylor — Political Science 
Doug Miller — History 
Paul Rowan — Pyschology 
: • ; : 
I Dave Kent Soot. — Honor* Psychology "Wc ,h, 
fi™- *•»*»•* 
knows tlmi." " "',ny P <4'K'k f,mk s,,orts roller skates 
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I. David George Ahood — Economics 2. 
Kevin Joseph Smith — Honors Economics 
3. Robert Michael Voce — Honors 
Economics 
Ik (l 
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1 • Chad Smith — Reli • „ 
his own burden, we are are gathered- white each carried 
are hope despite the times Oh ill P years- We are concerned We 
2 P ^ fc 
"<*Hgion When we walk our JL V Z' Peter B. Gudaiti* — 
2' ;fkingW» way, we know our lay'oXT.T" * ma" Wh° COmes toward 
only inI the encounter." Martin Buber f N i f°f h'S comes to We for 
Economics D.,lger ,nd R«hri""- -
i, J 1111 eilHJWfMIU! 1 
•f.i m.m .inn 
1. Robin Lentz — English and Studio Art 
2. Leslie E. Gould — Psychology 
3. Anne B. Rudden — English 
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1. Hugh Price — Religion. Mike 
"-LrPrjE^r';r' - Hi«-
- H,»ory.,;, S^ Ta^' 
-Sitr r^ 'r^ r—<*. 
and Drama " . . th 'P M- Zannko — English 
dependent on unhistoric acts'^nTL tH' * Panl> 
with you and me, as they mieht hi tL gS "°l 80 iU 
'hat number who lived faithfully a hidden'life to 
unvtsited tombs." George Eliot. *£££"* ™ w 
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1. Andrew A. Berghausen — Drama and Psychology 2. Stephen L. 
Byron — Drama Q: If a vehic le was going the speed of light and its 
headlights were turne d on. what would happen? A: If you're going the sp eed 
of light you better know where you're going without your headlights. 3 . 
Kevin S. Dehan — Pysehotogy "To pose the question 'if a tree falls and 
there's no one there to hear it, does it make a sound? " is, of course, absurd, 
for the other trees hear it." Igtnad Mood 
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Christopher E. Bontiaet —— B iology "If you can t 
beat them on the slopes . ,. chug them in the bar." 
Kenyon Ski Tea m Motto "The great end of life is not 
knowledge, but action." Huxley Mom, D ad-We did it. 1 
love you both. Bob. have a great two years. Tlinmas W, 
Lah — Biology "I don't want to make toys. 1 want to 
be a dentist." Herbie. Douglas A. Bayuk — 
Chemistry. Richard D. Fell, III — Sociology 
Pleasure's a sin, and sometimes sin's a pleasure." 
George Gordon, Lord Byron 
— 
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[ OPEN flHll 
i l R  C O N D I T I O N E D  
1. (in alphabetical order) 
Michael Bartsch — English; C. David 
Cottrill II — History and Drama; Da­
vid D iggdon — Political Science; So­
phia Heller — International Studies; 
Paul Senee — English and Drama; 
Lorna Weir — History 
i. (left to right) Elizabeth Ranibeau — 
English. Ruth Warmer — Political Science. 
Maggi Jones — English. Tiffany Steckler — 
French Area Studies 
1. (left to right) Nina Bntrick — 
French Area Studies "That's true 
enough." said Candide; "but we must go 
and work in the garden." Voltaire. 
Kirsten Stadheim — Art. Amy 
Bowser — Biology. Page Feldman 
— History. Amy Malloy — 
International Studies 
. .  • • • t-f j- *< *•,•. .-„J 
}. Maria L. Johnson — 
sychology "Oh, how we danced 
and so swallowed the night/ For it 
was all ripe for dreaming/ Oh, 
how we danced away/ All of the 
lights/ We've always been out of 
our minds. Tom Waits, Rain 
0 Ah, unless I g o mad, you 
fme. a n artist in me." Franz 
Liszt 2. Hilary Grant — 
3'«< Otology 3. Lisa Clements— 
- English 4. Maria-Teresa 
(Terry) Wilson — Drama 
1. Bradford Duncan Muller — Political 
Science 2. Harold E. Fading— History 3. 
Michael C. Helmstetter — Political Science 
4. David G. Rathbnn — History So when we 
win t he game/ We'll buy a keg of booze/ And 
we'll drink to old Ohio/ 'Til we wobble in our 
shoes. 
1. Thomas E. Morris — English "He was the patron saint of 
quality footwear." Nigel St . Hubbins, Spinal Tap "Is this a joke 
. . "souse me ... is this a joke?" Nigel Tufnell, Spinal Tap 2. 
Stephen M. Manella — English "Everything has an end, but 
only a sausage has two," Goethe 3. William Robert Augustus 
Broda — Economics The whole world bel ongs to a sailor. 4. 
Allan Leigh Maca — Anthropology "No man is an Island, 
inlire of it selfe; every man is a p eeee of the Continent, a part of 
the maine .. . John Donne 
1. Ron Bayus — Chemistry 
2. Mark J. Speer — 
Chemistry 3. Mark David 
Henry — English 4. Paul 
Baier — Economics 
.  . . . . . .  •  •  - • v / - r > v  ?  • •  '  
1. Sieve Carlson — Art 2. Andrew Gregory McCabe — Political 
Science "Knowledge of Sanskrit is of no use to a man trapped in a sewe r." 
Tom Weller 3. Paul Bingaman — German Area Studies "You have 
been referred here from Chapter VII becaus e your engine won't start, won't 
run, or is missing." John Muir 
Christie Densen — Psychology. Camilla 
Mellon — Art History. Suzanne Grant — 
Political Science. Camilla Mellon — Art 
History. Suzanne Grant — Political Science 
Caitlin Long — History 1. Tamsin Smith — 
English 2. Leah J. Hoffman — Studio Art. Jessica 
Brown — History 
•••• • • • • - «•••• •• • • -.-V- • «*" " 'w 
1. Kathleen M. jKah — Chemistry "Slow down 
you crazy child. You o ambitious for a juvenile, 
But then if you're so : : s tell me why are stiB so 
afraid? Where's the /•* W aht's the hurry about? 
You'd better cool it u before you burn it o ut. You 
got too much to id only so many hours in a day 
Billy Joel 
2 .  Amy E. 1 -dey — Psychology "With these 
changes in > es, changes in attitudes, nothing 
remains qi -lie same . . . Yesterdays are over nr. 
shoulder I can't look back for too long. There's just 
too inn .!, so see waiting in front of me, and 1 know 
thai m'l go wrong." Jimmy Buflet 
3. te K. Laursen — Chemistry "Whenever 
1 fb t a\ self getting grim about the mouth and 
su pping deliberately into the streets and knocking 
iple's hats off. then 1 ta ke it h igh time to get to 
sea. ' Isiimaei 
• » or • •'••n ~ English * T ost of what I 
' nd what, to do, 
and how to be. 1 learned in kindergarten . . . Play fair. 
Don't hit pet Put bun track there you found 
them. <<m«'and d raw and paint 
and -in , ni v iv rul w ork everyday 
some Koiv.irt i'ulghum 
1. Doug Thompson — Chemistry 
2. Kirk Bowles — Biology "Brazo, Psi Upsilon 
Forever." Dean T. Edwards 
3. Scott Collins — English A four year mission to 
boldly go where no man has gone before. Welcome to the 
age of harshness. 
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1. Chris Tejirinn — Religion 
Metier to rumble like cooks than to tinkle like jade." Lao Tzu 
-• Sonya Ines Kranwinkel — Psychology 
Viler four years, do we still have to quote other people? Bob 
Beck 
3. Jeff Seaman — Psychology 
"Jade tinkles?" 
•••rm&i-r, 
9*71 
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1. Elizabeth Avery Gargill — English 
2. Sarah Ashcom Hall — English 
3. Elizabeth Ann Smith — History and Economics 
4. Jennifer L. Jackson — Psychology 
V > t 
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I. 4ine Anne Moyles — Political | 
Science 
2. Peyton Chapman — Enlgish 
. . -be th Quist — English 
.• . • 
m 
1. Courtenay Cochran — Inter­
national Studies 
2. Jenny Vonckx — Biology 
V Wf?,. 

> 
i. « f :x<m3 Studio art "If there be one evil 
;»n pray more earnestly than another, it 
1 "• that i s us ol all manly self-reliance, and 
1 • 1 • u tpliahment of that which we should 
achieve with our own hands." Frederick Douglass 2. Peter O. Harper — 
' ' o Idiinthan P. Wright — Biology 4. 
Bruee M. Szabo — Chemistry "It takes a man to suffer ignorance and smile." 
Sting. Thanks Mom and Dad 
-,f M iiiiitMiMilHi ••VMni 
n ", nwMir.suniisi 'wA ' • 
1. Nina Louise Oldenquist — English "Pour n'etre pas les 
esclaves martyrises du Temps, enivrez-vous sans cesse! De vin, de 
poesie ou de vertu, a votre guise." Charles Bavolelaire 2. 
Amanda Lane Foster — English "The best way to get the 
better of temptation is just to yield to it." Clementina Stirling 
Graham "Si on me presse de dire pourquoi je L 'aimais, je sens 
que cela ne se peut s'exprimer, qu'en repondant: 'Parce que 
c'etait lui, parce que e'etait moi\" Montaigne 
1. Edward B, Pettegrew -
2. Nicholas Payne Sowles 
3. Karen L. Shumaker 
4. Boyce Martin III 
English 
- Biology 
Sociology 
History 
1. Jane Ruth Burrill — English 
"The remembrance of il ofte n becomes a pleasure. One does 
not love a place the less for having suffered in it, unless it has 
been all suffering, nothing but suffering — which was by no 
means the case." 
2. Kristi McCauley — Psychology "so many ad­
ventures couldn't happen today so many songs we forgot to 
play so many dreams swinging out of the blue We'll let 
them come true . . Forever Young Alphaville 
3. James Edward Ball — Drama 
4. Corinne A. Boulanger — Biology "The best way to 
prepare for life is to begin to live. Elbert Hubbard 


I. St«ve Carl WIIwhs — 
Walftt Ti«if —» Biology 
lathemaiics 2. 
•. «***». an v fcg;; *tj • •.. . >• 
I. Kevin Waters — Religion . People starving 
and thirsting, grain elevators are bursting. Oh. you know it 
costs more to store the food than it do to give it . , , And 
t h e r e ' s l o w  t r a i n  c o m i n *  u p  a r o u n d  t h e  b e n d . "  D y l a n  2 .  
Jean Palthey Glomeau — History "1 like too many 
things and get all confused and hung-up running from one 
falling star to another till I d rop. (This is the night, what it 
does to you). I had nothing to offer anybody except my 
own confusion . . . The parties were enormous." Sal 
Paradise 3. Tina Lynne Klickstein — Drama 
"Actors are the only honest hypocrites. Their life is a 
voluntary dream; and the height of their ambition is to be 
beside themselves." Hazlitt. 
: . 
! 
• J essica Laurel! Sheppard — English When we 
dream, we dream of how we kiss, not with our lips but 
wtth our souls. Stop me if I'm boring you." Prince "1 
r 1 e*plain^ Vm ^ said Alice, "because 
im not myself, you see." Lewis Carroll 2 . Timothy 
O 7" English "If we gave people a choice 
Uien would be chaos. ' Ray K voc, creator of the 
McDonalds empire "Of ail those kind of people you've got 
•face»,*„ v,Cw." Talking Head, 3. Bnel.aea 
onom'<*« and International Studies 
1. Jill M. Bolinger — Biology "Of all the people you will 
know in a lifetime, you are the only you will never leave nor 
lose." Dr. J. Coudent 2. Leanna Hazel — Biology "You 
may forget but, let me tell you this: someone in some future 
time will th ink of us." Sappho. #60 3. Teresa Renee 
Zurick — Chemistry "The masses have boundless creative 
energy." Mao Tse-Tung 
C Oft#!£ 
DVOBia 
1. Daniel G. Rudmann — Biology "The 
mountains are a source of one's identity as a 
person and a creature of the earth." 2. Joseph 
L. Wiemels — Biology 
i n •  IIiHIasi mi mi. 
—.— 
I •! «/>•» ' ; Anthropology "Ob yeah. sure, 
•f *l» »i> • e hixsl J. CJzyak — Honom 
1 r in.' al .. rgeinit Boh Barnes, 1st Platoon. 
•11 M<-htrd«Hi — History Kcnyoti-
1 Coo" •* - 1 • it . u y friends, so mans 
•> > <•< • <if; 1 "i 'a • ana Ellon for your constant 
• ! ;>'• o i •• • • J.jsa, Patty. B-l and Kenvon 
: !t m iss you all. England "87-
learned so much. 4. Michael 
' fi'i'-.f- odgmont is my. judgment: No 
-iedr-oh .\k t/sche 5. Daniel C. 
Tobin — English "What next." 
%HlM 
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1. Shelly Terry —- Psychology "But there come times —-
perhaps this is one of them-when we have to take ourselves 
more seriously or die; when we have to pull back from the 
incantations, rhythms we've moved to thoughtlessly, and 
disenthrall ourselves ... But in fact we were always like this, 
root — less, dismembered: knowing it makes no difference 
..Adrienne Rich 2. Lynn Hunter Johnson — 
English "Rock and Roll!" Joe Shrum "Isn't that romantic?!" 
Jane Seymour 3. Holly Herbster — Anthropology "Poe 
and the four conditiond for happiness: 1. Life in the open air. 
2. The love of another being. 3. Freedom from all ambition. 
4. Creation." Albert Camus 4. MelisBa Porter — 
Anthropology 
llMWl 
1. Sarah Merrill — History 2. Katie Weiss -
Studio Art 3. Betsy Burnett — Economics 4. 
Jennifer Gray. 
k.AM'i 
1. (left to right) A iieen C. Heflerren — Honors 
Political Science "And I knew that it was better to live out 
one's own absurdity than to die for that of others. " Ralph 
Ellison 
Kristen Hess — English 
Annie Kay Taylor — English 
Ann Priscilla Perotti — Spanish 
Laura Mills — Spainish 
Tt "  
1. Joseph A. DeMarie — Political Science and Sociology "For I d ipt into 
the future, far as the human eye could see, saw the vision of the world, and all the 
wonder that will b e; till the war-drum throbbed no longer, and the battle flags were 
furl'd In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the World." Alfred Lord Tennyson 
2. Jonathan Ennis —— Ph ysics and Art "You think you can, you think you can't, 
either way you're right." 
3. J, Kelly Rohison — History "... a lot of history is . . . quite clearly bunk." 
Douglas Adams Life, 77ie Universe and Everything 
4. Jeffrey Arja Richards — International Studies "I've come to the 
conclusion that there are just too many books in the world." C.D. Klein "Outside of a 
dog. a book is man's best friend. Inside a of a dog it is too dark to read." Groucho 
Marx 
UUINNttt 
1. Bill Price — Biology 
2. Thomas F. Ryan — English and History "I go to 
encounter for the millionth time. The reality of experience to forge 
in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race." 
Joyce 
3. Andrew Schneider — English "You just keep thinkin' 
Butch, that's what you do best." Sundance 
4. Michael Leigh Sanders — Psychology "Sometimes noth­
ing can be a real cool hand. "  Luk e 
5. Curtis Mitchell — Psychology 
6. Jaines B. Clarke — Economics 
"If everything were plentiful in the world, there would, no doubt, be 
a scarcity of economists. Then they could study themselves ... So 
which came first, choice or scarcity? How about a scarcity of choice 
economists." Cartoon Guide to Economics 
7. Margaret (Peggy) Cummings — Studio Art 
8. C. David Jackson — History "(The Utopians) think that 
excessive light makes the thoughts wander, whereas scantier and 
uncertain light concentrates the mind and conduces to devotion." 
St. Thomas More 
1. Tom Gallucio — Political Science " t i A t v  i / finite 
} ou be8 forgiveness!... and wipe that 
shine from your head!" 
2. Stephen Patrick Lovely — English 
Honors "In the early morning on the lake 
sitting in the stern of the boat with his father 
rowing, he felt quite sure that he would 
never die. Earnest Hemingway Indian 
Lamp 
3. Thomas Richardson — English I 
shouM have been a pair of ragged claws 
ro, "grtCrT fl°°r °f A"Fs balh" 
sZmr„,V' hang°Ver S°ng °f J-
4 Scott K. McKissock _ Philosophy 
«ndI Phys.cs "YOU are a set of ideas in MY 
mind. 1 rof. Tom Short 
5. Joseph H. Shrnm — "Irv" pt,: 
losophy 'So we can make a cat the size of a" 
dime that can run as fast as a rabbit. But 
what good is it?" J. DePascuale 
_ . 
' V .  
1. Clara Auchincloss Porter — Synoptic-
Religion and English "She pulled in her horizon 
like a great fishnet. Pulled it from aroun d the waist of 
the world and draped it over her shoulder. So much of 
life in its meshes! She called in her soul to come and 
see." Zora Hurslon Their eyes were Hatching God 
2. Anthony Paul Luensman — Studio Art "His 
bare breast glistened soft and greasy as though he had 
sweated out his fat in his sleep." Joseph Conrad 
3. David Chapin — Anthropology/ Sociology 
4. David W. Phipps — English 
m 
" 
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1. Lori Heather Miller — Psychology "Are there any 
wholly useless encounters? I know this: there are no in­
significant people. There is no one who isn't supposed to be 
; ' f ather I just want always to be a little girl and 
to have fun . . . ! from Peter Pan 
' vt,n' b'itherin* Mecum — Psychology "And at 
1 " ' 11(1 11 our exploring Will be to arrive where we 
' 1 '1 \nd know the place for the first time . " T S 
! hot 
7"e """ — ,Chemi„ry -If people „„ u|d 
i, OS il, u lower °f 'Hemsel.es C°Uld ""ly " l>h"-
— 
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I. Kevin Bichardson — International Studies 
2. Stephen Todd Walker — English "Look at 
the wheat but don't count it." Todd 
3. R. Garrison Barber — Psychology Honors 
When the blackbird flew out of sight, It marked the 
edge of one of many circles." Wallace Stevens Thir­
teen ways of Looking at a Blackbird 
1,--
muhm—at—i 
2. Cinda B. Podbelsek — English 
3. Chris Hammett — English "Why is that 
man mowing in the fog?'* TEH 
4. {Catherine Luther — Political Science 
I he first person, who having fenced over a plot of 
ground, took it into his head to say this is mine* 
and found people simple enough to believe him, 
was the founder of civil society.'* 
4. Paul Difancesco 
1. James Noble Branch — Studio Art 
2. Andrew W. Ertman — Biology 
3. Louis R. Freese III — Math 
"Though now 1 must sit and be silent sir, the 
time shall come when you shall hear my 
voice." Benjamin Disraeli 
5. Mathre C. Pasher — History "How 
high is three meters?" "I want a job that 
satisfies my artistic needs.'* 
• BB WM' M I 
1. Mary Rebecca DeVries — 
Spanish Literature "When a bit 
of sunshine hits ye, After passing 
of a cloud, When a fit of laughter 
gits ye An" yer spine is feelin' 
proud, Don't fergit to up and fling 
it At a soul that's feelin' blue. For 
the minute that ye sling it, It's a 
boomerang to you." John Wallace 
("Captain Jack") Crawford 
2. Fritzi Shaw — Anthropol-
ogy "Thanks Mom and Dad!" 
3. Marcie F. Birnberg — Psy­
chology "The fine line between 
love and hate is one often crossed, 
but never clearly defined. (MEB) 
"Life is the important thing — not 
the classification of it. Life, to live 
it and not fear it. Let it ri p — let it 
roar." Lara Jeffason, a schizophre­
nic 
4. Mary Martha Gunther — 
Art History and MFLL 
. 
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1. Peler W. Lai Hard — Economics 
2. John T. Lysaker — Philosophy and 
Religion 
3. David Rutledge — Spanish Studies 
"The true test of a man is how well h e can work 
with a hangover." Ernest Hemingway 
4. Larry Apke — Biology and English 
"No man is an island." Donne "The philos­
ophers have only interpreted the world in various 
ways. The point, however, is to change it." Marx 
"Thanks Mom and Dad." 
mmmmrmmmm 
1. Michael Boyd — Economics "That business about 
winning being the only thing is nonsense."" Joe Pateruo 
"Economics is a dismal science." Thomas Carlyle and Mike 
Boyd on taking Macro as a senior "Sarah, you a re the poet of 
my h eart." Fleetwood Mac 
2. Tom Esordi — History "A man who wants to lead the 
orchestra must turn his back on the crowd.' James Crook 
3. Douglas J. Rush — Physics and Economics The 
only thing I'm guilty of is trying to d o the right thing. Mike 
Boyd "It is not half as important to burn the midnight oil as it is 
to be awake in the daytime." E.W. Elmore "He is the happiest, 
be he king or peasant, who finds peace in his home. Goethe 
4. Christopher Vaughn Blackburn — Drama 
5. David Ellsworth Bowser — Biology 
JWtfMijg ,11 iawpiniuiin.il 

I. Charles C. Alpert — English 
"Your car makes me sick!" Tom Woos-
ley "Now the party is over, I'm so tired." 
Roxy Music 
2. David Paradise "I could show you 
in a word If I wanted to." Bryan Ferry 
3. Marc Williams — Economics 
4. Jack Bresnicky — English 
5. Brian Conkle — Biology 
1, James Agar Cooper, Jr. — Art His­
tory, Mason Whitney Moraikian — Eco­
nomics, Michel Francois Robert — In­
ternational Studies, Paul William 
Goodrich — History 
2. Peter Eliot Register — History 
"Sometimes nothing is one 'cool' hand." *Cool' 
Hand Luke; Mathew J. Lodge — English 
' Thanks Mom and Dad" "Without business, 
debauchery." Samual Taylor Marshall 
Ss 
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1. Amy Bingham — Religion 
2. Katherine Towson — English 
3. Susan Byrne — Economics 
4. Jennifer Irene Walker — Dra­
ma "Dammit, where is that bus T 
never let my schooling interfere with my 
education." Mark Twain 
m.' •• 
1. Joe Fiedor, Mark Day. Nick Riggs, Kevin Anderson, Doug Bayuk 
2. Joe Fiedor — Chemistry 
3. Mark Oliver Day — Biology "The will t o prepare to win is the 
color of success and it is easier to maintain that will to prepare when 
enthusiasm is ever present." Doof 
4. Nicholas Keith Riggs — English "The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena; whose face is marred by dust and sweat and 
blood; . . . who dares greatly, so that his place shall never be with those 
cold and timid souls who know neither victory or defeat." Theodore 
Roosevelt 
:: ; ' • 
5. Kevin J. Anderson — Economics 
6 Dave Mitchel, Kevin Anderson, Ted Stewart, Nelson Morris 
7. Nelson T. Morris — Economics "I'm Me and you re ^ ou . .. 
that's why what's mine is mine 
Sanford 
and what's yours is mine." Fred G. 
2. The 
Teresa 
Susan I 
Kirsten 
7. The 
Mason 1 
and Jefl 
week -
Ewers, 
Sten Ji 
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Thanks to the following for their im­
portant help in putting this hook to­
g e t h e r :  C h e r y l  S t e e l e ,  C a t h y  
Levengood, Laurie Garrison in Public 
Affairs, Thomas Greenslade, Sr., 
Chris Klein and his photographers. 
Pattie Rossman for taking all the Se­
n i o r  W e e k  p i c t u r e s ,  J u a n i t a  a n d  
Yauncey Newman for their support, 
and the Reveille staff for their hard 
Iruck fun with Aileen Hefferen, and 
i P erotti. 
annual Cera sing-a-long! Susie Prow", 
Zurick, Lynne Schneebeck. Jill Tibbe, 
Jnd, Frank Ciraci. Pat Augusta. Kent 
ton. Bruce Gerber. and Ted Stewart, 
wild, wild west — Mark Henry. Kent 
Ion, and Ted Stewart. 
Wilson. Jane Burrill. Nina Oldenquist. 
,wd. Madzy Besselaar. and Maria 
Vis Mu lvihill. Peter Gaillard. and Ken 
id. . i 
or Week partiers — Robin Caiola. 
Stadheim, and Karen Shuinaker. 
Kentucky Derby — Dave Rutledge. 
Morjikian, Boyce Martin. Paul Goodrich, 
f S tewart. 
,ying each others company during senior 
- Annette Larson. Shelly Swank, l-aurie 
Jynne Schneebeck. Pattie Rossman. and 
ihnson. • 
y Ertman and Chris Bonacci following 
•r t ruck. 
reful Jeff! South of the border — 
i Th omas. MeKssa Henderson, Jeff 
I. L arry Apke, and Matt Hicks. 

